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the historians corner

EDITED BY JAMES B ALLEN

one of the choice results of the organization of the mor-
mon history association has been the opportunity for scholars
from both the utah church and the reorganized church
to get together and discuss their common historical heritage
the spring meeting of the association on 15 april 1972 at
independence missouri was one of the most productive such
opportunitesopportunities yet presented on that day some 130 members
and friends of the association boarded buses and visited six
important mormon historical sites in northern missouri heard
an outstanding scholar present a paper at each site and at-
tended a banquet in the evening the idea for such a meet-
ing came from the executive council of the mormon history
association and credit for the success of the day goes to F
mark mckiernan general chairman of the event and lyman
edwards who was in charge of local arrangements

the first site visited was wayne landing where the mor-
mon exiles crossed the missouri river as they were driven
from independence late in 1833 here T edgar lyon asso-
ciate director of the LDS institute of religion adjacent to the
university of utah reviewed the social and economic setting
of the 1830s and the reasons for the tragic mormon expul-
sion from jackson county the group then proceeded to
liberty jail where leonard J arrington LDS church his-
torian discussed the experiences of joseph smith and other
church leaders in that place warren A jennings professor
of history at southwest missouri state college in springfield
then presented a paper at the mormon temple site at far
west which gave new insight into the political aspects of the
mormon experience in missouri the group then moved to
adam ondi ahman where robert J matthews associate pro
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fessor of ancient scriptures at brigham young university told
of the special meaning of this spot in mormon history

when the tour arrived at the courthouse in gallatin mis-
souri reed C durham jr director of the LDS institute of
religion adjacent to the university of utah told of the dra-
matic election day struggle at that spot in 1838 the last
site visited was haun s mill the location of one of the most
brutal massacres in the missouri period of mormon history
here amid a pouring rainstorm the group listened to alma
R blair associate professor of history at gracelandgravelandGraceland college
lamoni iowa give new insight into the background of that
event A banquet at independence missouri concluded the
day davis bitton assistant LDS church historian summarized
the significance of the day s activities and richard P how-
ard church historian of the reorganized church of jesus
christ of latter day saints discussed early hymns in the
church and particularly the role of emma smith in com-
piling those hymns

so enlightening and impressive were the activities of this
day that the editor of BYU studies felt it worthwhile to ex-
pand the historians corner and include all of the papers
in this way at least part of the excitement of the day can
be shared with our readers dr bitton s summary has be-
come an introduction and only two of the papers are not
included here events have transpired that necessitate further
research on and rewriting of warren jennings paper it is
scheduled to appear in a subsequent issue of BYU studies and
richard P howard s discussion has already been published
elsewhere



missouri thoughts
april 151519721972

davisDAVIS BITTON

we had an unforgettable experience rolling down the
highways of missouri getting to places whose names are
familiar to us from our history books we felt the twinge
of disappointment that is inevitable when we descend from
the historic imagination to the present reality when we return
to sites that had meaning in the past only to find them
changed lost perhaps in the grey smog of our own century
thomas wolfe was right you can t go home again to
the scenes of your childhood much less to the sites of sig-
nificancenificance a hundred years ago

during the day our attention was properly focused on
the sites of our missouri past on what it has meant in our his-
tory we were guided in our considerations by the historians
whose short presentations are reproduced here these his-
torians are a new breed they have had advanced training
in several of the great universities of our country some of
them have publishedvublished books or articles and have achieved a
reputation iin the world of scholarship not that latter day
saints of the past century were devoid of ability that age
saw some competent writing in church periodicals and some
books of merit and the record improved during the first
half of the present century but never have there been so
many mormon historians as now so well trained engaged
in such fruitful research the organization of the mormon
history association in 1966 marked a new era of profession

dr bitton is assistantldsassistant LDS church historian and professor of history at the
university of utah he isis a past president of the mormon history association
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alismalisa among historians of mormonism and our reconsidera-
tion of the missouri period this year was one of the finest
fruits of the association s activities

what anguish the name of missouri must have provoked
in the souls of our people in the 1830s and 1840s and for
several decades afterwards and for some of us still on the
one hand it was zion the gathering place of god s elect
destined to be another city of enoch a place where the faith-
ful could gather singing songs of everlasting joy on the
other hand it was a place of contention of taunts and jeers
of threats and violence of repeated flights and constant fear

perhaps it is appropriate to remind ourselves of the ster-
ling human qualities that helped the saints or at least most
of them to come through their time of troubles with their
faith still strong for one thing they were buoyed up by
a loyalty to joseph the prophet that we will misunderstand
unless we think of it in intensely personal terms the church
was still small the people knew each other they knew
the prophet heard him speak and shared many small ex-
periencesperiences that bound their souls together with bonds of steel
in a day when we have become large and bureaucratized
when as alvin toffler has reminded us personal friend-
ships can be maintained only against enormous practical ob-
staclesst it is encouraging to recall a time when the saints
a few hundred and then a few thousand in number could
still easily think of themselves as a community of believers
or a little flock or a family

if such personal ties provided strength it is also refresh-
ing to discover that persecution and exile did not extinguish
a sense of humor one brief glimpse isis provided in the rem-
iniscences of orange wight son of lyman who heard
his father describe the escape of the prophet and others from
the missouri jails and their successful flight to the safety
of illinois

they all changed their names and started out as land
seekers men from the east hunting homes they left the
mainmalnmainmaln road and traveled through the sparsely settled country
on byroadsby roads and at times without a road

now with all their trouble they at times had some
amusements they came to a ranch inin an out of the
way place and stopped for the night they told their
names fictitious ones the next morning they were look
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ing about and walking around all but bro mcray 1 who
was in the house the proprietorproprieterprop rieter came in and was talking
with bro mcray and asked his name said he had forgotten
it and bro mcray had also forgotten it and it had the
effect to cause bro mcray to take a terrible cramp in his
stomach it came near throwing him into spasms

the man ran out where some of the other brethren
were and told them that their friend was sick they went
in and said mr brown what is the matter with you
what have you been eating that relieved mr brown
to such an extent that he began to get better right away
in the meantime the proprieterproprietorproprieter had brought in a jug of
whisky from somewhere and recommended mr brown to
take a glass of whisky he done so and the others
those that were disposed that way which were nearly all
took some for fear the disease was contagious

after they got to our house inin quincy and we had beer
or any stimulant of any kind to drink they would recom-
mend to give bro mcray some first he has the cramp
and can t tell his name

such comic relief undoubtedly helped to make bearable what
otherwise would have been a series of crushing trials and dis-
appointments

As for the deeper causes of our unhappy experience in mis-
souri it is no defense of the outrageous behavior of many of
the old settlers to say that some of the mormonscormons were insuf-
ferable in their smug certainty that the land would be theirs
but in the interest of balance we do need to remind ourselves
that the phenomenon of block busting as we call it now
the incursion of new elements into old settled areas almost
inevitably provokes opposition especially if there is any indi-
cation of group action and bloc voting

recently I1 came across a version of general samuel lucas s

speech to the assembled saints As recorded in the journal of
jesse W johnstun the general s words went something like
this

gentlemen you have the appearance of being smart
and intelligent men you see the trouble and difficulty
you have brought upon yourselves by gathering together
in large bodies you had better disperse through the country
and live as other denominations do and then you can
live in this country as well as any other citizens

what he was urging of course was not consistent with the

alexander mcrae 180718911807 1891



mormonscormons self image and more important their conception of
space and time in short he was expecting people living in an
eschatological frame of reference to live like ordinary people

meaning those of the great majority who assume that life
will go on pretty much as it has always done he was expect-
ing the citizens of the new jerusalem to settle down comfort-
ably in babylon

perhaps such a compromise can never be achieved perhaps
it should not be sought but I1 am reminded of some words the
prophet joseph smith delivered in 1843 words that betray no
haughty sense of exclusiveness

sectarian priests cry out concerning me and ask why
is it this babbler gains so many followers and retains
them I1 answer it is because I1 possess the principle of
love

the inquiryinquiry is frequently made of me wherein do
you differ from others in your religious viewsviews in reality
and essence we do not differ so far in our religious viewsviews
but that we could all drink into one principle of love one
of the grand fundamental truths of mormonism is to re-
ceiveceiveceide truth let it come from whence it may

christians should cease wrangling and contending
with each other and cultivate the principles of unionunion and
friendship in their midst and they will do it before the
millennium can be ushered in and christ takes possession
of his kingdom

these words push my mind in two directions first I1 think
of the conflict that seemed always to arise between the saints
and their neighbors in kirtland in missouri and inin nauvoo
somehow the saints did not succeed in conveying the love and
good will that the prophet expounded was it a failure of
communication did they allow their zeal for the restored gos-
pel to carry them away expressing its message without tem-
pering love and compassion hitting their gentile neighbors
with a verbal club that aroused many from their dogmatic
slumber to be sure but at the same time creating resentful
enemies who nursed a grudge and looked for the first oppor-
tunity to get even perhaps the saints were not given the
chance to do otherwise but we cannot help but wonder what
might have been

then too my mind is pushed by the prophet s words into
1972 we live in a fascinating period of christian history a
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period largely informed at least until recently by the ecumen-
ical spirit christians have been trying to emphasize their
agreements and deemphasize their differences in different
ways they have been inspired by the old irenic ideal unity in
essentials liberty in non essentials charity in all and in a
modest way it seems to me this has been one of the finest
productsbyproductsby of the activities of the mormon history associa-
tion I1 refer to the spirit of friendship and cooperation between
some of us in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
and some fine people in the reorganized church we are dis-
covering the relevance of the prophet s words not only totozourtojourour
troubled history but also to our challenging present chris-
tians should cease wrangling and contending with each other
and cultivate the principles of union and friendship in their
midst and again in reality and essence we do not differ so
far in our religious views but that we could all drink into one
principle of love



independence missouri
and the mormonscormonsMormons
182718331827 1833

T EDGAR LYON

money money money wordsworth wrote the world
is too much with us late and soon getting and spending
we lay waste our powers yet without the quest for money
there would not have been an independence missouri two
economic factors were the primary cause of independence com-
ing into existence where and when it did

the first of these was the santa fe trade in the early
1800s pack trains moved westward from a number of starting
points in missouri and texas to spanish santa fe an 1824
trader s inventory indicated it was a flourishing market for

cotton goods consisting of coarse and fine cambricecambricscam brics cal
icoesiches domestic shawls handkerchiefs steamstearn loomed shirtingsshirtings
and cotton hose a few woolen goods consisting of super
blues stroudingsstroud ings pelisse cloth and shawls crepescerepes bomba
zettes2ettesbettes some light articles of cutlery a silk shawl andlooklandlookand look-
ing glasses 1

spanish authorities levied high taxes on the american
traders and at times imprisoned or fined them for illegal
entry into the spanish domains but the traders came back
to the united states with items of trade which more than off-
set the risks and inconveniences of the ventures they re

dr lyon a longtime student of church history gives us some new insights
into the events and the times inin independence missouri in 1833 he is
associate director of the LDS institute of religion at the university of utah
as well as research historian of nauvoo restoration inc and a member of
the editorial board of BYU studies

E G violette A history of missouri new york 1918 p 196
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turned with droves of jacks and jennetsbennetsjennets horses and mules
but more important gold and silver coins and bullion the
united states at that time was a marginal producer of precious
metals needed for its economy and gold and silver were al-
ways in short supply the santa fe trade tapped a seemingly
endless source of these commodities

the monetary unit of the spanish domains was a real a
silver coin about the size of an american five cent piece
equivalent to twelve and a half cents in american money
for trade purposes first between european nations and then
extended to the americas spain had minted a large silver
eight real piece the american dollar was the same size and
value when american trade with the spanish colonies in
the western hemisphere was opened their dollars became
interchangeable particularly after the mississippi export trade
in lumber grain livestock and furs reached the spanish pos-
sessions there was a return flow of spanish specie to the
united states

due to the continued shortage of subsidiary coins minted
by the government ingenious americans commenced making
their own from the spanish dollars in blacksmith and ma-
chine shops on farms and inin houses the spanish pieces of
eight were cut in half americans gave the spanish reals the
nickname of bits so that a half of the spanish dollar as it
was called was worth four bits these when cut in half were
dubbed two bit pieces worth twentyfivetwenty five cents in turn when
halved they became one bit pieces worth twelve and a half
cents these when cut inin two provided a coin worth six and a
quarter cents known as a pickayunepickayune 2 these mutilated seg-
ments of spanish pieces of eight were common coins in por-
tions of western america during the first half of the nine-
teenth century the spanish trade was responsible for much
of this coin supply in missouri and adjoining states and terri-
tories

THE MEXICAN revolution 182018211820 1821
AND THE SANTA FE TRADE

after mexico had ended spanish rule and established it-
self as a republic its customs officials became more lenient
than their spanish predecessors had been toward trade with

violette ppap 14142141 42
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the united states although taxes were levied on the trade
and license fees were required they were lower than those
formerly required and it became easier and more profitable
to engage in the santa fe trade in 1821 a resident of frank-
lin missouri william becknell by name embarked on an
enterprise which has caused missouri historians to designate
him as the father of the santa fe trade on 1 septem-
ber 1821 a group of men whom he had organized for a santa
fete trading venture started with a few wagons and pack ani-
mals on 5030 january 1822 he was back at franklin with a
rich store of gold and silver one man who had invested

60.006000 in trade goods received 900.0090000 from his investment
a return profit of 1500 percent in five months

such earnings spurred others to try their luck at the al-
luring trade becknell with many recruits led a second trad-
ing expedition later inin the same year through his previous
experience he was able to shorten the route and using mostly
wagons on this second journey he returned with a large amount
of precious metals

during 1822 a mr marmaduke also left missouri with
twenty one loaded wagons accompanied by a party of eighty
one people leaving in may the party was back in frank-
lin county four months later with 180000.0018000000 in gold and
silver and 10000.001000000 in furs

from that time onward for more than two decades the
santa fe trade was a glamorous adventure quick fortunes
unless one were killed by the indians as happened to jede-
diah S smith or died of thirst on the cimmarohcimmaroftCimmarohroftroht desert it
was a challenging journey into a foreign country with a differ-
ent language and culture it has been estimated that this
trade brought to the united states upwards of 3000000.00300000000
between 1827 and 184318432184518452 3 in 1845 the santa fe traders returned
to missouri with 1000000.00100000000 in gold silver and woolen
blankets in addition to droves of horses mules jacks and
jennetsbennetsjennets the latter playing an important part in establishing
the famous missouri mule industry 4 returns were often 200
percent to 300 percent on the investment made for goods each
trip but later as the market was somewhat satisfied the profits

violette p 196
E C mcreynolds missouri A history of the crossroads state norman

oklahoma 1954 p 99
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lowered but continued to vary between 20 percent and 100
percent on a four to five month journey

THE MOUNTAIN FUR TRADE

at identically the same time the santa fe trade was grow-
ing the second economic factor contributing to the growth of
independence was developing it was the missouri and rocky
mountain fur trade while not bringing to the united states
the much needed gold and silver as was the case with the
spanish american trade still its monetary value was about
equal in 1806 when lewis and clarkdarkoark returned from their
overland exploration to the pacific they reported meeting
eleven bands of fur traders and trappers on the missouri in
1808 the missouri fur company was organized in 1822
william ashley and andrew henry established an effective
system of trapping and trading which soon became the rocky
mountain fur company the american and the pacific fur
companies were soon added to these organizations and car-
goes of furs and buffalo hides were shipped annually down
the waterways coming from the mountains john dougherty
estimated the value of furs brought to st louis between
1815 and 1839 as

beaver skins 1500000.00150000000
buffalo hides 1170000.00117000000
otter deer mink muskrat etc 1080000.00108000000

total 37500000037500000053750000.0053750000.00

THE FOUNDING OF independence MISSOURI

perhaps the most pressing problems which both the santa
fe trade and the fur traders faced was getting their trade
goods as far westward as possible by water transportation
and getting the results of their efforts to the mississippi vall-
ey markets where they could realize a profit on these goods
As a result towns grew up along the missouri ever pressing
westward as shallower draft boats were developed to navi-
gate the river

in 1827 just six years following becknellbecknelfss first santa fe
trading experiment a site was selected near the western border

mcreynolds p 115 mcreynolds states that ashley henry smith jack-
son and the sublettessubletterSublettes over a period of a dozen years brought furs to st
louis valued at 500000.0050000000 a year
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of the state of missouri which steamboats could reach and
where it was thought a permanent landing could be estab-
lished it was in the county of jackson much larger than the
present county of that name that a site was surveyed and
named independence soon a number of merchants settled
there to supply goods to the traders and farmers moving into
the area A one story log courthouse was constructed and the
town commenced to grow the volume of trade however
surpassed many larger towns farther downstream and its
potential for growth appeared to be unlimited

THE COMING OF THE MORMONS

in the fourth year of independence s existence during the
early months of 1831 four men representing a new religious
group appeared on the ungraded ungraveled streets of the
thriving frontier town they were missionaries sent by joseph
smith prophet and president of the recently restored church
of christ to preach the gospel and bring the message of the
book of mormon to indians beyond the frontier of america
they had also been authorized to locate a favorable place
for the members of their rapidly growing church to settle
the physical features and potential agricultural wealth of
jackson county appealed to them oliver cowdery composed
a letter dated may 7 1831 kaw township jackson county
missouri which one of the missionaries soon hurried east-
ward to kirtland ohio to deliver to joseph smith in it
cowdery gave promising reports of the agricultural prospects
of jackson county but made an adverse evaluation of the in-
habitants

the letter we received from you informed us that the
opposition was great against you now our beloved breth-
ren we verily believe that we also can rejoice that we are
counted worthy to suffer shame for his name for almost
the whole country consisting of universalists atheists
deistsfeists presbyteriansPresbyterians methodists baptists and other pro-
fessed christians priests and people with all the devils
from the infernal pit are united and foaming out their
own shame against us god forbid that I1 should bring
a railing accusation against them for vengeance belongethbelongeth
to him who isis able to repay and herein brethren we con-
fide

we are well bless the lord and preach the gospel we
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will if earth and hell oppose our way for we dwell in
the midst of scorpions amen 6

in august 1831 joseph smith and other leading church-
men visited independence where they participated in dedicat-
ing the land for the gathering of the saints and ceremonially
commenced building the first house in kaw township a few
miles west of independence they also dedicated a site upon
which temples were to be erected soon hundreds of saints
settled in jackson county mostly on farms outside of inde-
pendencependence they undertook to live a revealed form of religious
communitarianismcommunitarianism referred to by them as consecration and
stewardship A mercantile firm was established to supply
their needs and serve as the institution to dispose of the sur-
plus commodities produced by thediedle group at independence
a printing shop was established to print a religious periodical
for the mormonscormonsMormons it was also to produce text books for the
free school which the community had established

less than two full years after the first mormon settlers
had arrived in jackson county and commenced building their
houses fencing their lands and tilling the soil friction devel-
oped between the mormon newcomers and the old settlers
some of oliver cowdery s forebodings were becoming realities
the quick profits from the santa fe trade had lured many ven-
turesometuresome souls to jackson county here was the last town
westward one would encounter before reaching the indian
territory thus jackson county was a rendezvous for fugitives
from justice in the states farther east these people as well as
the business interests public officials farmers and a few semi-
professional preachers of the various christian sects were
agreed that the mormonscormons were bringing a blight on the county
three years earlier a missionary of the american home mis-
sionary society sent to jackson county to proselyte for the
presbyterian and congregational faiths had sent a letter to
the national office describing the conditions and people he
found in the county

I1 take my pen inin hand to improve the opportunity to
report my peregrinations since I1 last wrote please be in-
formed that according to mission board instructions I1
have penetrated many miles of wilderness and after many

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city 1949 1182831182 83
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privations and suffering physical discomforts due to the
variable inclemency of the weather have at last reached
the western border of our nation what I1 have found here
is anything but encouraging the prospects for our evan-
gelical work appear less likely here than any place I1 have
seen in myiny westward journeyings such a godless place
filled with so many profane swearerssweatersswearers would be difficult to
imagine the majority of the people make a mild profession
of christian religion but it is mere words not manifested
in christian living

there are a few so called ministers of the gospel here-
abouts but they are a sad lot of churchmen untrained
uncouth given to imbibing spiritous liquors and indulging
as participants inin the gambling which accompanies horse
racing and cock fighting

there are many suspicious characters who headquarter
here but when intelligence arrivesarrives that a federal marshall
is approaching this county there is a hurried scurrying of
many of this element to the indian territory on the west side
of the missouri As soon as the marshall returns down
stream this element is back inin the saloons and other centers
of sin in this town one soon learns not to make inquiry
concerning the names nor home towns of this class of men
apparently they are hiding something of their past of
which they are not proud and are also afraid of de-
tectiontection

christian sabbath observance here appears to be un-
known it isis a day for merchandising jollity drinking
gambling and general antichristiananti christian conduct

when the santa fe wagon trains return here or pass
through on their way eastward there is a multiplication
of sin beyond the usual amount there appears to be an
over abundance of females here practicing the world s oldest
profession

gouging and more serious forms of violence are com-
mon the sheriff has little support from the populace ex-
cept to prevent burglars breaking into the merchants shops
he confided to me that the citizens do not care to have
the lawless punished I71

this protestant missionary s description indicates condi-
tions which could become volatile if something ignited the
tinder of dissatisfaction

A revelation received by joseph smith at independence
on 7 august 18511831 established a standard of conduct for the

excerpted from the original in the files of the american home mission-
ary society in the hammond library archives of the chicago theological
seminary missouri file
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saints who were gathering there it outlined principles which
required a strict christian type of sabbath observance character-
istic of new england besides being commanded to attend
church services the saints were enjoined to refrain from all
work and to eat but the simplest of sunday dinners most
of which could be prepared the previous day the revelation
indicated that the saints should not mingle in the social and
business activities which characterized the sabbath practices
of the old settlers of jackson county dacd&c 59

SOURCES OF CONFLICT

in july 1833 the tension manifested itself in public meet-
ings accusations and then violence toward the saints the
consensus of the old settlers was stated in five areas which
they envisioned as the cause of conflict 1 1 the mormon
people had a peculiar religion which made them stand aloof
from all other people in the county as they did not partici-
pate in the contemporary community life there was practi-
cally no social intercourse with them hence there would be
no leveling of their peculiarities through intermarriage or
longer association together 2 the saints were accused of
interfering with the settlers black slaves making them dis-
contented by preaching a strange gospel to them 3 the
cultural mores of the saints were not inin harmony with those
of the earlier inhabitants of the county which were essentially
yankee in origin the old settlers were mostly of southern
backgrounds with their roots in the slave culture 4 the
mormonscormons presented a political threat to the old settlers alr-
eady 1200 of the 3500 inhabitants of the county were ad-
herents of the new religion more continued to arrive each
month and it was openly boasted that thousands more were
coming to settle in the county by simple arithmetic a few
hundred additional mormonscormons could have wrested political
control from those who had established the city and county

5 economically the mormonscormons were a detriment to the city
and county they did not purchase goods from the local mer-
chants as they had no money but traded among themselves
at the church storehouse it was likely that this condition
would continue to worsen as more saints settled there some
of the old settlers were selling their property to the mormonscormons
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and moving away this meant fewer and fewer customers
in the stores and future financial ruin

business conditions were deteriorating in the spring of
1833 about two months before the friction developed into
open conflict the turbulent waters of the flooding missouri
destroyed the excellent independence landing and shifted the
channel of the river away from independence farther up-
stream a new town westport was established where a better
landing was located this city soon took over much of the
santa fe trade and the fur trade the business stagnation
caused by this act of nature was blamed on the mormonscormonsMormons

in july a meeting at independence attended by about
five hundred missouriansMissourians drew up these demands 1 1 no
additional mormonscormons were to settle in jackson county 2

those then resident in the county were to sell their property
as soon as they could and leave the vicinity 3 the period-
ical the evening and the morning star must cease publica
cation 4 all mormon shops and the storehouse were to
close as soon as possible

the meeting then adjourned and the leaders presented
their demands to the mormon officials who refused to give
an immediate answer asking for time to study the impact
of the proposals and to consider the problem of the large
tracts of land which they hadllad purchased angered by this re-
fusal the mob then wrecked the printing shop and threw the
press in the river attempts were made by the saints to sell
but with little success finally on 23 july 1833 the mormon
leaders signed an agreement that half the saints would leave
by 1 january following and the remainder by I11 april 1834

As this article had been made under duress the church
leaders decided to appeal to governor dunklin asking that
the state protect them in their property and lives in reply
governor dunklin suggested that the saints employ lawyers
and seek redress through the courts accordingly they hired
lawyers of whom doniphan and atchison were the most
capable believing they had the support of the governor be-
cause of thetlletile sympathetic suggestions given in his letter the
saints announced on 20 october 1833 their intention to re-
main and defend themselves while awaiting the outcome of
court proceedings which had been instituted eleven days
later the old settlers and many rowdies who had joined them
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attacked the mormon settlement on the big blue located a
short distance from independence there they unroofed
twelve houses whipped men and threatened women and
children the next day houses in independence were stoned
A few days later a mob attacked other settlements and by
november sixth and seventh the ferries were crowded with
fleeing saints seeking refuge in clay county to the north

for two days november 6 and 7 1833 the ferries
were crowded with fleeing refugees most of whom were
inin dire distress husbands were inquiring for their
wiveswives and women for their husbands parents for children
and children for parents some had the good fortune to
escape with their family household goods and some pro-
visions while others knew not the fate of their friends and
had lost all of their goods the scene was indescrib-
able by the close of the year not a mormon was left
inin the county 8

violette appp 21415214 15



church leaders
in liberty jailjalljali

LEONARD j ARRINGTON

THE experience
when war between the latter day saints and the mis-

sourisouri mob seemed inevitable in october 1838 five church
officials approached the camp of general samuel D lucas
commander of the missouri militia under a flag of truce
to negotiate a settlement the five were joseph smith presi-
dent of the church sidney rigdon member of the first
presidency parley P pratt member of the council of twelve
apostles lyman wight later a member of the council of
twelve apostles and george W robinson general church
recorder and clerk to the first presidency general lucas in-
stead of discussing the conflict took the occasion to place
the five leaders in jail 1 the next morning hyrum smith
brother of the prophet and amasa lyman a member of the
council of twelve were imprisoned with them the seven
men were then sentenced by a secret court to death by a
firing squad but alexander doniphan the militia officer
charged with executing them refused to do so and the prison-
ers were taken to jackson county missouri to await further

much of this report is based upon an article by dean jesseejestee experiences
of mormon leaders in the jails of missouri 183818391838 1839 forthcoming in the
missouri historical review

dr arrington is LDS church historian and holds the redd chair of wes-
tern history at brigham young university

note the status of judicial rights inin the 1830s little attention was
paid to the rights of the accused and there was seldom opportunity for habeas
corpus proceedings if one was regarded as a troublemaker officers simply
threw him behind bars few officers would have given any thought to prompt-
ing a prisoner on his constitutional rights

20
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orders after four days in independence the prisoners were
then conducted to richmond missouri to await trial

at the end of the court of inquiry in richmond in late
november of 1838 joseph smith and five others were sent
to the jail at liberty missouri to await further trial the
five with the prophet were sidney rigdon lyman wight
hyrum smith alexander mcrae a large thirty one year old
captain of the missouri militia who had been active in the
defense of the saints and caleb baldwin a veteran of the
war of 1812 who at forty seven was the oldest of the
prisoners

the jail in which the group was imprisoned on I11 decem-
ber 18581838 was a twenty two foot square structure facing east
A small door led into the prison which was divided on the
inside into an upper room and a lower room or dungeon
which was lighted by two small windows grated with heavy
iron bars each floor was about six feet high the building
was constructed of limestone rock inside the outer wall
was another wall of hewn oak logs separated from the lime-
stone by a twelve inch space filled with loose rock thus
the two walls made a formidable structure with walls four
feet thick

the prophet and his companions were incarcerated in
this building for four and a half months during which time
they were permitted visits by members of their families and
friends and had the opportunity of writing and receiving
letters on two occasions the prisoners made an effort to
escape the first attempt on 8 february 1839 was aborted
when the planned seizure of the guard who brought the eve-
ning meal was complicated by the simultaneous arrival of six
latter day saint men intent upon visiting the prisoners the
second attempt on 3 march involved boring through the
jail wall by means of augers the necessity of applying for
the outside helpofhelpheip of a friend at the last minute led to suspicions
investigations and ultimately to discovery

the prison fare was described in letters of the prisoners
as being so filthy we could not eat it until we were driven
to it by hunger yet in this cell the prophet wrote some of
his most eloquent letters and he and sidney rigdon received
a revelation which is one of the most sublime in mormon
literature
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early in april the judge fearing their escape ordered their
removal to daviess county missouri for trial prior to their
departure joseph wrote his wife emma

it is I1 believe now about five months and six days sincesince
I1 have been under the grimace of a guard night and day
and within the walls grates and screaking ironiron doors
of a lonesome dark dirty prison this night we ex-
pect isis the last night we shall try our weary joints and
bones on our dirty straw couches inin these walls we lean
on the arm of jehovah and none else for our deliver-
ance thank god we shall never cast a lingering
wish after liberty inin clay county missouri we have
enough of it to last forever

I1 think of you and the children continually I1 want
to see little frederick joseph julia and alexander jo-
anna and old major their horse I1 want you should
not let those little fellows forget me tell them father
loves them with a perfect love and he isis doing all he
can to get away from the mob to come to them do teach
them all you can that they may have good minds be
tender and kind to them don t be fractious to them
but listen to their wants tell them father says they
must be good children and mind their mother my dear
emma there isis great responsibility resting upon you inin
preserving yourself inin honor and sobriety before them and
teaching them right things to form their young and tender
minds that they begin inin right paths and not get contam-
inated when youngyoung by seeing ungodly examples 2

the prisoners stepped out of liberty jail on 6 april 1839
and arrived two days later at gallatin where their trial com-
menced on 9 april the jury brought in a bill for murder
treason burglary arson larceny theft and stealing but the
prisoners secured a change of venue As they were traveling
to the new location at boone county they were invited by the
sheriff to escape while the judge and guards slept this the
prisoners did and after much fatigue and hunger they
reached their friends and well wishers in quincy illinois on
22 april 1839

significance OF THE experience
the missouri imprisonment of joseph smith and his associ-

ates unjust and insufferable as it was is particularly important
joseph smith to emma smith 4 april 1839 yale university punctua-

tion supplied and spelling corrected
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for the church because of the opportunity it ofofferedferedcered the
prophet for personal evaluation and organizational planning
the staunch loyalty and close personal attachment of his fol-
lowers insured that the jail experience did not remove the
prophet from the active direction of the church there was
no tendency to forget him or go on without him

the liberty jail experience also gave the prophet time for
prayer and contemplation A perusal of joseph s journal sug-
gests how very busy he must have been traveling from one
appointment to another meeting innumerable converts spend-
ing time with curious visitors counseling members organizing
branches and directing the affairs of the church the prophet
enjoyed people and was always with them whether at home
at his office or traveling add to this the vexatious lawsuits
the treachery and disloyalty of trusted associates and the fre-
quent forced removals and it becomes evident that the prophet
seldom found time for relaxation and study biblical prophets
were wont to go into the wilderness for periods of meditation
and communion whenever possible joseph took advantage
of moments of solitude to meditate and reflect in whatever
11 wilderness was available to him for example inin 1832
when the buggy in which they were riding rolled over break-
ing the leg of joseph s companion newel K whitney the
prophet was forced to stay in greenville illinois several
weeks at that time he confided to his wife 1 I have visited
a grove which is just back of the town almost every day where
I1 can be secluded from the eyes of any mortal and there give
vent to all the feelings of my heart in meditation and

3prayer
do we dare regard liberty jail as another wilderness

for the prophet a haven for contemplation and reflection
with few visitors and with drab and depressing surroundings
the principal escape for joseph and his companions during
their confinement was into their own minds and hearts here
theme prophet had uninterrupted time to think out the wider im-
plications of the latter day movement the liberty jail ex-
perienceperience gave him time to ponder his course to synthesize
ideas to formulate goals and to communicate in an unhurried
manner with the lord the literature which comes out of the

joseph smith to emma smith 6 june 1832 chicago historical society
chicago illinois the complete letter is reproduced in BYU studies 11 sum-
mer 197151723197151723
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missouri imprisonment the revelations letters diary entries
is magnificent exalting and eloquent here is found sublime
poetry and evidence of that mystical communion which made
joseph smith a prophet

the prison experience of these men had a profound ef-
fect on their subsequent lives consider the following ex-
amples the writings of parley P pratt during his confine-
ment include a history of his life and imprisonment and many
items of poetry sidney rigdon s defense in his own trial be-
fore judge austin king in january 1839 was so eloquent that
an estimated one hundred mormon eaters who had gathered
to do him injury were moved to tears upon thediedle conclusion
of his defense the crowd spontaneously raised loo100 for his
benefit 4 lyman wight speaking in justification of his coloni-
zation efforts in texas wrote to wilford woodruff in 1857
that the mission I1 am now on I1 received of the prophet
of god and such a mission was even talked of while in
jail where I1 had the advantage of six months teaching and
received many things yet unknown to the church
joseph blessed me many times while in jail and prophesied
much on my head and gave me much good instruction which
is long to be remembered 5 while visiting the prophet in
liberty jail george A smith a cousin received his call to
the apostleship and brigham young and others received in-
structions preparatory to organizing the exodus of saints from
missouri to illinois

the missouri prison experience opens a window into the
personality and character of joseph smith that is not readily
observed from most writings attributed to him joseph has
been variously portrayed as a deceiver religious fanatic busi-
nessman politician military leader empire builder and theo-
logian the missouri jail experiences underline his spirituality
and tend to substantiate the religious claims of his early years

unquestionably the quality that most of his followers
saw inin him was his acute sensitivity to the divine and his
tender and affectionate sympathies toward people his mother
said that joseph was far more given to meditation and deep

see F mark mckiernan the voice of one crying inin the wilderness
sidney rigonrigdon religious reformer lawrence kansas 1971 ppap 989998 99

lymanyman wight to wilford woodruff 24 august 1857 historical depart-
ment of the church salt lake city hereafter designated as HDC
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study than others of his age 6 in a blessing bestowed upon
him by his father joseph was told that the lord thy god
has called thee by name out of the heavens thou hastbast heardbeard
his voice from on high from time to time even in thy youth

thou hastbast sought to know his ways and from thy child-
hood thou hastbast meditated much upon the great things of his
law 7 joseph lee robinson observed of the prophet that there
was a power and majesty that attends his words and preach-
ing that we never beheld in any man before for he is a
mighty prophet a holy man of god 8 john bernhisel who
lived in joseph s home noted that liehelleile was possessed of a
mind of a contemplative and reflective character and as
free from dissimulation as any man to be found but it is in
the gentle charities of domestic life as the tender and affec-
tionate husband and parent the warm and sympathisingsympathizing friend
that the prominent traits of his character are revealed and
his heart is felt to be keenly alive to the kindest and softest
emotions of which human nature isis susceptible 9

the writings produced by joseph smith duringbisduring hisbis missouri
confinement contain unforgettable literary images and furnish
dramatic evidence of the sensitive personality the innate spir-
ituality of joseph smith they include four letters written
in his own handband to his wife emma and a long letter to the
church of 20 march to 25 march 1839 part of which is pub-
lished as sections 121 122 and 125123 of the doctrine and cove-
nants

section 121 begins as a prayer in which the lord is pe-
titionedtitioned to take heedbeed of the oppressionsoppress ions and sufferings of his
people and to avenge them of their wrongs joseph is told
to endure patiently thine adversity and thine afflictions
shall be but a small moment verse 77 the letter also con-
tains the lofty principle that the rights of the priesthood
are inseparably connected with the powers of heaven and
the powers of heaven cannot be controlled nor handled only
except upon the principles of righteousness verse 36

section 122 contains consoling words in an hour of despair

if thou art called to pass through tribulation if thou art
inin perils among false brethren if thou art in perils among

the history of lucy smith mother of the prophet HDC ppap 868786 87
the book of patriarchal blessings 1834 HDC p 3

joseph lee robinson reminiscence and diary HDC p 22
john M bernhisel to thomas ford 14 june 1844 HDC
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robbers if thou art inin perils by land or sea and if thou
should st be cast into the pit or into the hands of murderers
and the sentence of death passed upon thee if thou be cast
into the deep if the billowing surge conspire against thee
if fierce winds become thine enemy if the heavens gather
blackness and all the elements combine to hedge up the way
and if the very jawslaws of hellbellheilheii shall gape open the mouth
wide after thee know thou my son that all these things
shall give thee experience and shall be for thy good the
son of man hath descended below them all verses 5 787 8

the liberty jail imprisonment was a time of testing for
joseph smith and for the church we do well to remember it
on this auspicious occasion



adam ondi ahman

ROBERT j MATTHEWS

the site known today as adam ondi ahman is located
at a bend of the grand river in daviess county northern
missouri about sixsix miles north of the town of gallatin the
immediate area probably looks pretty much the same today
as it did in the early 1830s although there are a few farm
houses nearby and the valley is planted with field corn in the
summer there are no modern superhighwayssuper highways in the vicinity
few inhabitants and no outward signs of the settlement that
once was there

the writer has visited adam ondi ahman in every season
of the year and has been impressed with its soltitudesolti tude and
quietness it is a beautiful place with grassy gently rolling
hills partially covered with groves of trees and bordered on
three sides by a flat level valley a mile or so in width in
the spring and summer the air is filled with the pleasant
sounds of birds squirrels and crickets it is difficult to imagine
a more peaceful beautiful wilderness area

EARLIEST MENTION IN THIS dispensation
the earliest record we have of the name adam ondi ahman

is a revelation given to the prophet joseph smith in march
18521832 at hiram ohio now known as doctrine and covenants
section 78 verses 15 and 16 read inin part as follows

saith the lord god the holy one of zion who
hath established the foundations of adam ondi ahman

who hath appointed michael your prince and es-
tablished his feet and set him upon high and given unto
him the keysheys of salvation under the counsel and direction

dr matthews assistant professor of ancient scripture at brigham young
university is also a specialist in early church history
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of the holy one who is without beginning of days or end
of life 1

adam ondiondondl ahmanabman seems to have had reference at that
early date to a general area rather than to a specific spot if
the prophet joseph smith knew at that time march 1832
of a specific location in missouri to which the name also ap-
plied liehelleile left us no written evidence of it

A second reference came some thirty six months later on
28 march 1835 the valley of adam ondi ahman is speci-
fied in a revelation to the prophet as the place where adam
met with his posterity three years prior to his death 2 the
passage also declares that the lord appeared to this ancient
gathering of patriarchs and high priests as follows

three years previous to the death of adam he called
seth enos cainan mahalaleel jared enoch and methuse-
lah who were all high priests with the residue of his pos-
terity who were righteous into the valley of adam ondi
ahman and there bestowed upon them his last blessing

and the lord appeared unto them and they rose up
and blessed adam and called him michael the prince the
archangel

and the lord administered comfort unto adam and
said unto him I1 have set thee to be at the head a multi-
tude of nations shall come of thee and thou art a prince
over them forever

and adam stood up in the midst of the congregation
and notwithstanding he was bowed down with age being
full of the holy ghost predicted whatsoever should befall
his posterity unto the latest generation

these things were all written inin the book of enoch
and are to be testified of inin due time 3

although this revelation received in kirtland ohio in 1835
makes a categorical statement of the meeting of adam with

porforor the convenience of the reader citatcibatcitationsons are given for both LDS and
RLDS reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints sources in
the RLDS doctrine and covenants 1970 edition this reference is 773ef
the source cited first is the one from which information is taken directly

the other source is essentially the same though it may differ somewhat inin
wording hereafter the doctrine and covenants for each will be abbreviated
dac

LDS dac 107535510753 55 RLDS dac 10428abc10428 abc
leaders of the RLDS church have explicitly stated that they do not nec-

essarilyessa rily regard northern missouri or anywhere on the north american continent
as the geographical location in which adam lived upon the earth they do not
however deny the possibility but declare that they take no stand on the
matter due to lack of evidence see a signed article by joseph smith III111lil saints
herald 51 19048271904 827 also see articles by other prominent RLDS authors
saints herald 96 19495691949 569 102 19556691955 669 110 1963181963 18 752
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his posterity in the valley of adam ondi ahman it makes no
reference to missouri or to the particular location of the
valley

the hymn our earth was once a garden place which
was written by W W phelps inin 1832 or 1833 speaks of
adam ondi ahman inin language that suggests a large area
rather than a localized valley and hill this hymn was sung
at the dedication of the kirtland temple on 27march27 march 1836
likewise the literature of the church in the early 1830s
seems to use the name adam ondiondl akmanahman to refer to a large

4area
however in may 1838 the prophet joseph visited an area

inin northern missouri where lyman wight and a few others
had built their homes this was about twentyfivetwenty five miles north-
east of far west the brethren had called the place spring
hill but the prophet is credited with identifying the area at
that time as the place where adam shall come to visit his
people or the ancient of days shall sit as spoken of by daniel
the prophet 5 since this valley isis designated as the place
where adam shall again visit his people and is specifically
named adam ondrondiondlonri damanahman it is thus understood to be the val-
ley of the same name in which adam blessed his posterity
three years before his death as already mentioned 6 the
prophet joseph is also reported to have taught that the re-

see bruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine salt lake city bookcraft
1966 ppap 192119 21

LDS dacd&c 1161 this item is not found in the RLDS dac but is
presented in the church s offiofficialclaicial publication the history of the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints independence mo herald
house 1967 2153542153 54 as quoted from the millennialmillenialMil lenial star 16 1854152-
53 hereafter this reference isis cited as RLDS history

the present article postulates that the multiple meanings of adam ondi
ahman were made known gradually in this dispensation the writer is aware
that in the 1938 compilation called teachings of the prophet joseph smith
page 38 there is an account of a blessing given by the prophet to his
father dated 18 december 1833 in which mention is made of adam gathering
his posterity in the valley of adam ondi ahman three yearyearss previous to his
adam s death this is given in the exact phraseology as the passage in

LDS dacd&c 107535510753 55 if this published account in the teachings is correct
then it I1iss certacertainn that the prophet knew of this event at least 16 months be-
fore it occurs in LDS dacdag 107 dated march 1835

however the source for the quotation inin teachings is not clear it is
given as the manuscript history of the church but the manuscript his-
tory inin the library of the historical department of the LDS church in salt
lake city does not contain the passage under consideration an account of the
blessing was also printed in the times and seasons 6947486947 48 but this pub-
licationli does not contain the information in question it is possible that the
account in the teachings is an edited version containing information that was
not actually given at the time of the 1833 blessing
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mains of an altar used by adam were in this vicinity as
will be noted later

thus the term adam ondiondl ahman has been used to denote
a relatively large geographical area of northern missouri and
also a particular valley and hill in that area

MEANING OF THE NAME

there are somewhat varied interpretations oftheodtheof the term
adam ondi ahman likewise there is variety in the legends
and traditions that have developed about the area

adam ondi ahman is interpreted by one to mean the val-
ley of god 7 by another as adam s consecrated land 8

and by another adam s grave 9

elder orson pratt preserved a bit of information for us
in one of his discourses delivered in salt lake city on 18
february 1855

there isis one revelation that this people are not generally
acquainted with I1 think it has never been published but
probably it will be inin the church history it isis given in
questions and answers the first question isis what isis the
name of god in the pure language the answer says ah-
man what isis the name of the son of god answer

son ahman the greatest of all the parts of god ex-
cepting ahman what isis the name of men sons
ahman isis the answer 3010

although elder pratt did not use the term adam ondi
ahman his discussion of the word ahman is interesting

elder alvin R dyer who has amassed a great deal of
information in his study of the history and significance of
adam ondi ahman interprets the name inin relation to the
priesthood and revelatory experiences of adam in being the
first man to hold the spiritual blessings of the gospel

the very word itself speaks of the manner inin which
adam has received the keys of salvation under the coun

orsonrson pratt inin journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day
saints book depot 1855861855 86 1648

publicc signboard of the missouri state historical society on the court-
house square gallatin missouri john corrill A brief history of the church
of christ of latter day saints st louis 11 february 18591839 page 28 identi-
fiesfies the term as meaning valley of god in which adam blessed his children

heman C smith ed journal of history RLDS 18 vols inde-
pendencependence mo herald house 9140 also recorded on a public sign-
board of the missouri state historical society

wjournal of discourses 25422342
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sel and direction of the holy one who isis jesus christ the
lord

the word adam refers directly to adam the word
ondi means nearby or connected with the word ah-

man means the lord himself therefore a literal trans-
lation of the words adam ondi ahman means the lord
jesus christ through adam unto mankind 11

elder dyer also has gathered reports of early brethren
and residents of daviess county which describe adam ondi
ahman as the site of two ancient altars neither of which is
now to be seen used by adam one of these an altar of
prayer he locates not far from the lyman wight house on
tower hill the other an altar of sacrifice is said to
have been situated a mile or so away near the top of spring
hihill11 12

in reading the literature available about the place now
called adam ondi ahman one finds a difference in the vener-
ation that is held concerning it the spectrum runs from an
acceptance of the place as the very spot on which adam
dwelt to the opposite viewview that there is nothing particularly
significant about the location either anciently currently or in
the future not only do these two extremes have their ad-
vocatesvocates but there are gradations inin between As might be ex-
pected concerning a site in which so much has been said so
closely associated with the patriarch of the human family sev-
eral legends have grown up about what has happened and
does happen there two of these are noted herein the
reader may judge their veracity for himself

there is a report that a certain mound of rocks marks
the spot of adam s grave it is on a small spur jutting out
from the larger spring hill and is called tower hill the
rocks are located under a tree the story has it that on
11 certain friday nights a light can be seen glowing over the
rocks and that upon these occasions adam himself gets up
and walks around 13

in 1944 pathfinder magazine published an article under
the caption sold the garden of eden included with

the lord speakethSpeaketh salt lake city deseret book co 1964 p 216
alvin R dyer the Refiners fire salt lake city deseret book co

1968 ppap 166 17172171 72

heman C smith 9140 it should be noted that the RLDS writer
was not advocating this legend as authentic he cited it only as an example of
what has been said
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the article was a picture of a large tree under which was a
flat tableliketable like stone labelled adam s council table 14 no
documentation is given for the statement

A CITY AND STAKE PLANNED IN 183818391838 1839
As a result of serious conflicts between the saints and

the old settlers in jackson county the state legislature of
missouri established daviess and caldwell counties inin northern
missouri as places for the Mornmormonsmornionscormonsionslons to live far west in
caldwell county had the greater influx but many of the
latter day saints settled in daviess county inin 1838

elder lyman wight who was perhaps the first to build
a home at adam ondi ahman had arrived there about I11 feb-
ruary 1838 others came later in the year and it is esti-
mated that the settlement eventually grew to 200 homes with
an additional forty families living in wagons building was
rapid and several homes were completed every day 10 there
were perhaps 1500 people at adam ondi ahman inin 1838 at its
greatest population

joseph smith first came to the present site of adam ondi
Ahmanahman on saturday 19 may 1838 from far west and in
the next few weeks made many trips there of his first visit
to the area he wrote

friday i8th18thirth I1 left far west inin company with sidney
rigdon and many others for the purpose of visiting
the north country and laying off a stake of zion we
passed a beautiful country of land a majority of which is
prairie untimbered land and thickly covered with grass
and weeds among which isis plenty of game such as deer
turkey hen elk etc we have nothing to fear in
camping out except the rattlesnake which isis natural to
this country though not very numberous

saturday 19th grand river is a large beautiful deep
and rapid stream during the high waters of spring and will
undoubtedly admit of steamboat navigation and other water
craft we pursued our course up the river mostly in
the timber about eighteen miles when we arrived at colonel
lyman wight s who lives at the foot of tower hill a
name I1 gave it inin consequence of the remainsremains of an old
nephite altar or tower where we camped for the sabbath
in the afternoon I1 went up the river about half a mile to

pathfinder magazine 31 july 1944
dyer the refineryrefinersRe finers fire ppap 165163 164
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wight s ferry for the purpose of selecting and laying
claim to a city plat near said ferry in daviess county
township 60 range 27 and 28 and sections 25 36 31 and
30 which the brethren call spring hill but by the mouth
of the lord it was named adam ondiondl ahman because said
he it isis the place where adam shall come to visit his people
or the ancient of days shall sit as spoken of by daniel the
prophet 16

on 28 june 1838 a conference was held at adam ondi
ahman for the purpose of organizing a stake of zion the
prophet joseph was present and the meeting was held near the
house of elder lyman wight the prophet s uncle john smith
was called to be the president with reynolds cahoon and
lyman wight as counsellorscounsellors after singing the well known
hymn adam ondi ahman our earth was once a garden
place the meemeetingting closed by prayer 117siz17

A small compilation containing the legal description of
many of the residences and plats at adam ondi ahman was
made by H G sherwood an early latter day saint living in
the area these descriptions plotted on an aerial photo sug-
gest that most of the residences were located on the long
gentle western and southern slopes of what is known as
spring hill 18 had settlement not been interrupted by perse-
cution it seems probable that homes would have eventually
been erected on all sides for according to the plan spring
hill was to be in the center of the city 19

A storehouse AND A TEMPLE SITE

A red brick storehouse was erected part way up spring
hill although it is grass covered today and cattle graze there
remains of the bricks can still be found forming a slight rise
or knoll on the surface of the ground at the top of the hill
perhaps a mile from the storehouse at a spot permitting a
view of the surrounding country in every direction a site was
marked out and dedicated for a temple block elder heber
C kimball who was present at the dedication is credited
with the following report of this event

RLDSNRLDS history 2153542153 54 see also joseph smith history of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake
city deseret news press 1948 33435334 35 hereafter cited as DHC

DHCITDHC 33839338 39 see also RLDS history 2156572156 57
this compilation is in the library of the historical department of the

LDS church salt lake city utah
dyer the finersrefinersrefineryRe fire p 164
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after hearing of the mobbing burning and robbing in
gallatin daviess co and the region round about the breth-
ren of caldwell went directly to adam ondiondl ahman which
is on the west fork of grand river thomas B marsh
david W patten brigham young myself parley P pratt
and john taylor amongst the number when we arrived there
we found the prophet joseph hyrum smith and sidney
rigdon with hundreds of others of the saints preparing
to defend themselves from the mob who were threatening
the destruction of our people

while there we laid out a city on a high elevated piece
of land and set the stakes for the four corners of a temple
block which was dedicated brother brigham young being
mouth there were from three to five hundred men present
on the occasionoccasion under arms this elevated spot was prob-
ably from two hundred and fifty to five hundred feet above
the level of grand river so that one could look east west
north or south as far as the eye could reach it was one
of the most beautiful places I1 ever beheld

the prophet joseph called upon brother brigham my-
self and others saying brethren come go along with me
and I1 will show you something he led us a short distance
to a place where were the ruinsruins of three altars built of stone
one above the other and one standing a little back of the
other like unto the pulpits in the kirtland temple repre-
senting the order of three grades of priesthood there
said joseph isis the place where adam offered up sacrifice
after he was cast out of the garden the altar stood at
the highest point of the bluff 20

although the temple block was dedicated apparently
no corner stones were laid and no temple was built perse-
cution soon forced the saints to flee to illinois and thus the
settlement had a short existence lasting only a few months
because by november 1838 the saints were leaving their
homes and abandoning adam ondi ahman

perhaps today we have little appreciation for the severity
of the times and the difficulties endured by the church in at-
tempting to establish zion but we should contemplate the
statement of the prophet joseph that the hardships and per-
secutionse suffered by the members of the church inin missouri
were as terrible as any that had ever been meted out to the
saints inin the annals of history 21

orson F whitney life of heber C kimball 2ndand ed salt lake city
stevens and wallis 1945 ppap 2089208 9

joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith
salt lake city deseret book co 1938 p 126
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ADAM ONDI AHMAN TODAY

A walk through the area today reveals little of what
once existed at adamandiadamondi ahman if one looks for
it he can find the remains of the brick storehouse a few
logs and the stone foundation of the lyman wight house
the writer has also found what he believes to be a few lev
eledaled out places on the hillside where homes were once built

little had been done with adam ondi ahman since 1839
until very recently As described in the opening paragraph of
this article it is today something of a pleasant wilderness in
1944 elder wilford wood purchased approximately thirty
acres of land at adam ondi ahman for the church this
purchase included the site of tower hill and the wight home
since that time the church has acquired several hundred
acres of land through the industrious and careful steward-
ship of elder alvin R dyer included in the purchases are
parts of the valley spring hill including the storehouse and
temple sites and surrounding areas

the US government has proposed an earthfillearthfallearth fill dam and a
reclamation project on the grand river which will no doubt
have a tremendous effect on the area in the near future to
be known as the pattonsburg dam it will be visible from
the hill and the valley of adam ondi ahman and will create a
sizeable body of water in the immediate vicinity electrical
power will be produced and new highways and bridges will
be built to give access to the area the reservoir of water
will probably also stimulate a recreation and tourist trade
this will create a different scene for adam ondi ahman

the church will surely meet the challenge of this changing
situationsituaiion by establishing a visitor s center and other moderni-
zations and improvements to the land and adam ondi ahman
may soon again be a place of activity



the election day
battle at gallatin

REED C DURHAM JR

the weather in daviess county missouri was exceedingly
warm in july 1838 it had also been very dry for some time
by the first monday of august which was election day the
weather was still warmer and at the county seat of daviess
county gallatin it was very hot on that day the heat
caused by the emotions and tensions between the mormonscormons and
gentiles in missouri matched that of the weather and produced
a short but fiery episode known as the election day battle at
gallatin this bloody fight was only portentous of more ter-
ribly dark and threatening events in missouri indeed within
two months the mormon armies had burned gallatin and in
less than three months governor boggs hadbad issued the in-
famous extermination order which caused indescribable suf-
ferings for the mormon people and ultimately led to the ex-
pulsion of all the saints from the state

the student who begins to collect historical sources about
the election day battle to better understand both the event
and its causes quickly learns that there are numerous accounts
readily available in fact I1 compiled and reproduced a col-
lection of eighteen separate accounts which were distributed
to the participants of the mormon history association con-
ference in missouri april 1972 1 these accounts arranged as

dr durham associate director of the LDS institute of religion adjacent to
the university of utah has done much research into early church history

reedeed C durham jr various accounts of the election day battle at
gallatin missouri on august 6 1839 arranged in chronological order
salt lake city salt lake institute of religion 1971
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much as was possible in chronological order serve as the basic
source of information for this article

before reviewing the details of the battle variously referred
to in such colorful phrases as the unhappy affray 122 the
unhallowed circumstance 3 the gallatin scrape 4 the

11general scuffle 155 and the great knockdownknock down 166 a word
should be given about the area of missouri where the con-
flict took place and the mormon and gentile migration there 7

gallatin missouri in daviess county is situated on the
west bank of the grand river in the northwestern part of
missouri and according to many reports this general area of
land was very suitable for living and farming one writer ex-
plains the natural advantages of this area as follows

there is no county in the state to rank in advance of
daviess for agricultural advantages and grazing the soil
is from one to six feet deep very rich and productive a
soil that will not wear out the formation of the surface
of this country displays a natural drainage in its highest
perfection the ascentsaccents and descents of the country
are not so abrupt as to prevent the tillage of the entire surface
of the land the soil of the grand river valley which
runs diagonally through the county from northwest to south-
east is not surpassed by any other county inin the union
this county contains about two thirds prairie and one third
timber lands the timber being situated advantageous to the
prairie as if placed by human hands for the convenience
of man 8

2johnajohnohn conillcon illlii A brief history of the church of christ of latter day
saints commonly called MorMonmoonoomormonsmonnonsmonnonemonsnonsmony st louis printed for the author 1839
ppap 333433 34 also in durham

hyrum smith proceedings of court testimony trial of joseph smith
municipal court of the city of nauvoo illinois july ist 1843 times and
seasons A4 1 july 184324618431845 246 also in durham

4john D lee and levi stewart dictated manuscript journal history 6
august 1838 this manuscript was probably dictated to thomas bullock
sometime between 1842 and 1845 at nauvoo illinois also in durham

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts 7 volsoisvoisols salt lake city deseret book co 194935659194935659
hereafter cited as HC it should be noted that the history for the date of 6
august 1838 was compiled and written inin february 1845by1845 by thomas bullock

see dean C jessee the writing of joseph smith s history BYU studies
11 summer 1971146619711466.1971 466466466. also in durham

joseph H mcgee story of the grand river country 182119051821 1905
memoirs of major joseph H mcgee gallatin north missourian press 1909
also in durham

an excellent treatment of this material is found in leland gentry A
history of the latter day saints in northern missouri from 1836 to 1839
phd diss brigham young university 1965 ppap 21832218 32

daviess county missouri its history description and resources st
joseph missouri joseph steam printing co 1875 p 1
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another local resident wrote about this grand river area

its banks and bottoms are lined with the finest timber
available inin northern missouri tributariestributaries and rivers
permeate all parts of the county furnishing the farmer with
a superabundance of water and timber for irrigational pur-
poses it isis a fact long sincesince conceded that there isis no
county inin northern missouri so well supplied by nature
with all the requirements of an agricultural county 9

it seems unfortunate that this beautiful country wasngasn t in-
habited by white settlers before 1830 certainly a land with
a soil that will not wear out and which was so well sup-
plied by nature with a superabundance of water and one
third timber lands would seem to have been paradisaic to
some of the settlers in the eastern and southern united states
however the first known white man to have settled inin these
lands was john splawn who came inin january 1830 subse-
quentlyquently other settlers arrived and by the spring of 1832 a

permanent settlement was established the majority of these
early pioneers came from the southern states which fact later
intensified the mormon gentile conflict inin missouri

one of the very early pioneers who became influential in the
development of daviess county and who also played a cru-
cially strategic role inin the election day battle was william
peniston he migrated from kentucky with his father s family
in 1831 settling on the east bank of the grand river a site
first known as peniston ford the family established a mill
which served the area by 1836 the mill became the primary
nucleus for another town known as millportmillpostMillport many other
businesses were established at millportmillpostMillport which made it one of
the most important communities inin daviess county because
of the importance of the town william peniston became one
of the community s most prominent citizens and when he later
entered into politics he represented most adequately the voice
of the true charter citizens of this northern missouri county

in 1837 another important settlement was established on
the west bank of the grand river and was named gallatin
after albert gallatin one of the most distinguished statesmen

joseph H mcgee history of daviess county incidents and reminis-
cences inin its early settlement etc manuscript written for the north missou-
rian a gallatin newspaper missouri state historical library columbia mis
souri
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and financiers in united states history 10 leland gentry made
this statement about the history of gallatin

millportmillpostMillport was soon rivaled by its neighbor gallatin
settled in 1837 gallatin was located on the western side of
grand river about three miles from millportmillpostMillport following
gallatin s appearance the two settlements vied with each other
for the honor of being the county seat since most of the
trade came from the west side of the river the contest was
eventually decided in gallatin s favor from that point on
millpostmillportMillport gradually faded away 11

because of the natural advantages of the land because
it was sparsely settled and because they needed to find addi-
tional lands for settlement the mormonscormons came into daviess
county by permission of the missouri legislature the door
was opened for mormon migration into caldwell county
northern missouri because of the great numbers of saints
flooding that county joseph smith himself appointed a stake
and an additional gathering place in daviess county the
very sacred location of adam ondi ahman was ieveleverevealedaled to
the prophet in 1838 and that year saw a rapid influx of mor
mons into the county lyman wight who was the first known
latter day saint in daviess county and who had purchased
property there part of which was later revealed to be the site
of adam ondi ahman made this statement about the mormon
migration

about june joseph smith together with many others
of the principal men of the church came to my house
and taking a view of the large bottom in the bend of the
river and the beautiful prairies on the bluffs came to the
conclusion that it would be a handsome situation for a town
we therefore commenced surveying and laying off town
lots and locating government lands for many miles north of

the reasons for naming the town after albert gallatin are not known
however as any biographic reference of famous united states statesmen would
reveal albert gallatin 176118491761 1849 had distinguished himself sufficiently to
have a town named after him he served inin both the united states senate and
the house of representatives he served as the secretary of the united states
treasury longer than any other man in united states history he became the
hero of the whiskey rebellion in western pennsylvania he was a united
states representative and diplomat to russia france great britain and the
netherlands he became the president of the national bank of new york

later the gallatin bank he was one of the first founders and was the
first president of the university of the city of new york in 1831 he was the
father of american ethnology and was one of early america s great students

of the american indians
gentry ppap 22021220 21
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this place this beautiful country with its flattering pros-
pects drew in floods of emigrants I1 had not less than thirty
comers and goers through the day during the three summer
months and up to the last mentioned date october 30
there were upwards of two hundred houses built in this town
and also about forty families living in their wagons 12 ital-
ics added

his statements about floods of emigrants and about up-
wards of two hundred houses built by them takes on tre-
mendous significance when they are contrasted with the fact
that gallatin the county seat of daviess county only a few
miles away from the rapidly growing mormon community of
adam ondi ahman had only four houses and several saloons
in 1838 13 the contrast when viewed by the original citizens
could only stir up some deep emotions

when election day arrived on monday 6 august 1838
the polls were set up in a little frame house twelve by four-
teen feet in size which stood on the southwest corner of the
public square of gallatin major joseph mcgee one of the
senior citizens of gallatin and also one of the non mormon
eyewitnesses of the election day battle used part of the
original house for his tailor shop adjacent to the house was a
large pile of short oak logs which had been split and were
being made into shingles the only significance of the pile
of logs to the event at hand is that the logs became weapons in
the hands of several of the participants in the fray john D
lee commented on the logs

there was a lot of oak timber which had been
brought there to be riven into shakes or shingles leaving
the heart taken from each shingle block lying there on
the ground these hearts were three square four feet
long weighed about seven pounds and made a very
dangerous yet handy weapon and when used by an enraged
man they were truly a class of instrument to be dreaded 14

As soon as the polls opened mormon citizens were there
to exercise their political frefreedomedorn by voting for those men
in whom they had most confidence and the gentiles mostly

12rollin J britton early days on the grand river columbia missouri
state historical society 1920 ppap 676 7

britton p 8 gallatin was a new town with about ten houses three of
which were saloons john D lee mormonismmormonisvn unveiled st louisloulslouisbryonbryon
brand and co 187711877 ppap 5660.566056 60 also inin durham

lee mormonism unveiled ppap 566056 60 also in durham
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of the original settler s stock were there too the majority of
them were voting for the prominent citizen william peniston
shortly the great knockdown between the mormonscormons and the
missouriansMissour ians commenced and as joseph mcgee reported no
knockdown he had ever before witnessed was on so grand a
scale 15

it appears that william peniston started the whole affair
john corrill wrote

william pennington sic a citizen and candidate on
seeing that the mormonscormons were not going for him made a
flaming speech on election day inin which he said that the
mormonscormons ought not to be suffered to vote 16

sidney rigdon s report was as follows

in the early part of the day at the election peniston
made a speech the object of which was to excite the in-
dignationdignation of the people to such a degree that he could get
a sufficient number to join the mob to keep the saints ffromrom
voting if they attempted it in this speech he used the most
abusive language that he was master of denouncing the
saints inin round terms inin a most ridiculous manner having
his party ready at the end of the speech they began to throw
threats that none of the gdG d ddnn mormonscormonsMormons to use their
own language should vote these threateningsthreaten ings began to as-
sume a very seriousserious tone very soon

some of the abusive language inin round terms given in a
most ridiculous manner which peniston gave in his talk

was recorded by john D lee
wm P penniston sic was standing on some barrels

holding a harangue to the people his topic was mor-
monism he said the leaders of the church was a set of
horse thieves liars counterfeiterscounterfeiters etc he also said you
know that they profess to heal the sick cast outoutdevilsdevils etc
and you all know this is a damn lie and thus he appealed
to the people adding if we suffer such men as those to
vote you will soon lose your suffrage 18

joseph smith also noted

william P peniston mounted a barrel and harangued

mcgee grand river country also in durham
corrill ppap 333433 34 also in durham
sidney rigdon an appeal to the american people being an account

of the persecutions of the church of latter day saints and of barbarities
inflicted on them by the inhabitants of the state of missouri cincinnati
shepard and steamsstearns 1840 ppap 151715 17 also in durham

lee and stewart also inin durham
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the electors for the purpose of exciting them against the
mormonscormonsMormons saying the mormon leaders are a set of horse

thieves liars counterfeiterscounterfeiters and you know they profess to
heal the sick and cast out devils and you all know that is
a lie he further said that the members of the church
were dupes and not too good to take a false oath on any
common occasion that they would steal and he did not con-
sider property safe where they were that he was opposed to
their settling in daviess county and if they suffered the
mormonscormonsMormons to vote the people would soon lose their suf-

frage 19

and john L butler added more information about the drink-
ing on the occasion

wm penniston sic one of the candidates stood upon
the head of a whiskey barrel and made a very inflammatory
speech against the saints stating that he had headed a
company to order the mormonscormonsMormons off of their farms and
possessions stating at the same time that he did not con-
sider the mormonscormonsMormons had any more right to vote than the
damned niggersbiggersniggers when he was through he called on all
hands to drink which they did for whiskey passed free
and they drank as freely I1 at this time retired a little back
from the crowd rather behind the little grocery near by
where they were voting I1 heard the word G damn em
kill em G damn em20em 20

at this point feelings became somewhat excited on both
sides though there was but little said until one of the mor
mons and one of the other citizens got into a conversation
in which they gave each other the lie 21 one angry
word brought on another 22 until finally

a drunken brute by the name of richard weldon
stepped up to a little mormon preacher by the name of
brown and said

are you a mormon preacher sir
yes sirsir I1 am
do you mormonscormons believe in healing the sick by laying

on of hands speaking in tongues and casting out devils
we do said brown

HC 35659356 59 also in durham
ajohnjohn2john L butler manuscript journal history 6 august 1838 there

are no internal nor external clues for when the account was written it was
most likely placed in the journal history by andrew jenson also in durham

corrill ppap 333433 34 also in durham
US congress house the petition of the latter day saints commonly

known as mormonscormonsMormons document no 22 26th cong 2dad sess 1840 ppap
565 6 also in durham
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weldon then said you are a ddd d liar joseph smith is
a ddd d imposter

with this he attacked brown and beat him severely
brown did not resent it but tried to reason with him but
without effect at this time a mormon by the name of
hyrum nelson attempted to pull weldon off of brown when
he was struck by half a dozen men on the head shoulders
and face he was soon forced to the ground just then
riley stewart struck weldon across the back of the head
with a billet of oak lumber and broke his skull weldon
fell nearly on me and appeared lifeless the blood flowed
freely from the wound immediately the fight became
general 2313

the little mormon preacher whom john D lee identified as
a man named brown was the first mormon attacked in the
election day battle sidney rigdon told a little more about
brown he said his name was samuel brown who was but
just able to be about after a very dangerous fit of sickness 12412124

As richard dick weldon began to accost samuel brown
brother brown tried to parry the blows while gradually retreat-
ing 25 and then as lee reported the fight became general
or as lyman wight said accordingly they commenced oper-
ations by fist and skull this terminated in the loss of some
teeth some flesh and somesorne blood 1212 mcgee s account said
it simply men dropped on all sides 27 but inin john L butler s

account we find the most colorful and complete recording
of the teeth flesh and blood

I1 went to where the afaffrayfray was and saw they had at-
tacked the brethren with sticks clapboards or shakes and
anything they could use to fight with they were all in a
muss together every one of the missouriansMissour ians trying to get a
lick at a mormon it made me feel indignant to see
from four to a dozen mobbersrobbers on a man and all damning em
and G damning the mormon I1 turned around and
ran a few steps to get a stick and I1 soon found one suitable
though rather large it was the piece of the heart of an oak
which I1 thought I1 could handle with ease and convenience
returning to the crowd many thoughts ran through my

lee mormonism unveiled ppap 566056 60 also in durham
rigdon ppap 151715 17 also in durham
HC 35659356 59 also in durham
lyman wight proceedings of court testimony trial of joseph

smith municipal court of the city of nauvoo illinois july ist 1843
times and seasons 4 15 july 1843265184526518431845 265 also in durham
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mind first I1 remembered that I1 never in my life struck a
man in anger had always lived in peace with all man and
the stick I1 had to fight with was so large and heavy that
I1 could sink it into every man s head that I1 might chance
to strike I1 did not want to kill anyone but merely to
stop the affray and went inin with the determination to rescue
my brethren from such miserable curs at all hazards thinking
when heftingeefting my stick that I1 must temper my lick just so
as not to kill when I1 got in reach of them I1 com-
menced to call out aloud for peace and at the same time
making my stick move to my own utter astonishment tap-
ping them as I1 thought light but they fell as dead men their
heads often striking the ground first I1 took great care to
strike none except those who were fighting the brethren
when I1 first commenced there was some six or eight men
on old mr durphy and a few steps further some ten or
a dozen men on brother olmstead and brother nelson but
they were so thick around them that they could not do exe-
cution to advantage I1 continued to knock down every man
I1 could reach that was lifting a stick against the brethren
after getting through and seeing the brethren on their
feet I1 looked and saw some of the men lying on the ground
as though they were dead some with their friends holding
them up and some standing leaning against the little grocery
while gazing on the scene bro riley stewart had inin his
hand what the backwoodsman calls a knee to place be-
tween weight poles on log cabins a piece of timber about
212 2 feet long small at one end and struck dick welding

sicsic an over handed blow on the head cutting the side
of his head three or four inches in length the skin pulling
down it looked liked he was certainly killed I1 told stewart
he had better leave for he had killed that man he then
started to run and got off some twenty or twentyfivetwenty five
paces when some ten or a dozen men took after him throw-
ing sticks and stones at him and anything they could get
swearing they would kill him I1 saw they would overpowerover power
him and called for him to come back for we could do
better business when together and he took a little cir-
cuitous route to keep from meeting those pursuing him at
the crisiscrisis one of the mob drew a glittering dirk the blade
some sixsix inches long waving it inin the airair and at the same
time swearing it should drink stewart s heart s blood he
started to meet stewart as he was returning back to the
crowd As he was several steps ahead of me I1 sprang with
all the power that was inin me to overtake him before he met
stewart just as he and stewart met he made a blow at
his neck or breast but as stewart was passing inin a run his
dirk passed over his left shoulder close by his neck and
struck in his right shoulder blade and bent the point of it
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round as much as an inch just as he made his lick I1 reached
forward as far as I1 could and hit him on the side of the
head and fetched him helpless to the ground and at the
same instant received a blow from one behind me with the
butt end of a loaded horse whip which took me right be-
tween the shoulders I1 felt the jar only inin my breast and
had I1 not been stooping forward as I1 was at the time I1
made my blow he would have taken me on the head no
doubt and perhaps fetched me down while stewart was
running off james welding sic dick s brother came
along and saw his brother lying inin his gore he bawled and
swore that they had killed dick he stooped down and
picked up a stone swearing he would kill every mormon
inin daviess county before saturday night just as the word
came out of his mouth washington voris standing near
him hit him square inin the mouth with a stone that would
weigh near two pounds 1 I think and straightened him out
on the ground he soon gathered up and as he rose with
his mouth badly cut and bleeding he put his hand on his
face and began to cry saying that he never saw people hit
as hard as the mormonscormonsMormons they had killed dick and
mashed his mouth too hoo hoo and off he ran bellowing
inin the brush I1 will mention another occurrence which took
place bro olmsted previous to the affray had purchased
half a dozen earthen bowls and as many tea cups and
saucers which he had tied up inin a new cotton handker-
chief and swung to his wrist one of the mob struck at him
when he raised his arm the blow striking the bowls and
saucers and broke them he then commenced using them
over their heads and when the affray was over I1 saw him
empty out his broken earthenware on the ground in pieces
not larger than a dollar and his handkerchief looked like it
had been chewed by a cow I1 have thought ever since that
time that they had fun to pick the pieces of earthen ware
from their heads for they were pretty well filled the
whole scene was soon over I1 believe there was as
many as 30 men with bloody heads and some of them badly
hurt I1 believe that I1 knocked down as many as six or eight
myself I1 never struck a man the second time 28

john butler believed with all of his heart that god s

spirit was upon him in the battle in one source he said

and the lord did strengthen my body far beyond the
common strength of man so much so that the enemy could
not stand before me it was the power of god that was
with me to my own astonishment 2919

butler also in durham
john L butler A short history of the life of john lowe butler

manuscript written 20 may 1859 historical department of the church
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in another source he wrote his feelings while he was in the
act of knocking down the missouriansMissour ians in the battle

I1 really felt that they would soon embrace the gospel and
felt the spirit to rest upon me with power I1 felt like I1
was seven or eight feet high and my arms three or four
feet long for I1 certainly ran faster than I1 ever did before
and could reach further and hit a man and they could not
reach me to harm me

to my mind I1 was operated upon by a spirit
to save them by knocking them down to keep them from
killing the saints which would have sealed their damnation 30

whether or not god was an active participant in the
battle cannot be known however most of the accounts record
that the victory was claimed by the mormonscormons in the knock-
down and that most of them voted before returning to their
homes but the excitement of this day did not terminate with
the fight there would still be false reports that would be
sent to the brethren at far west there would be a mormon
army of some 150 to 200 men headed by joseph and hyrum
smith which would ride up to daviess county to investigate
the reports and there would still be the whole adam black
affidavit episode and the subsequent trial of joseph smith
and lyman wight all of these exciting episodes in mormon
history were extensions of the august 6thath fracas episodes
which we shall not explore or review here instead now that
the details of the election day battle have been presented
some attention should be given to the causes of this prelimi-
nary clash between the mormonscormons and Missourmissouriansians

it is ineffective to isolate single causes of any event so
emotionally tense as the election day battle at gallatin an
event of its nature must have been the result of many con-
ditionsditions complexities and pressures which in this case took
several years to foment in missouri but a few minutes with
the right august heat and all of the other causes together in-
extricable though they may be produced the emotional stage
for this early bubbling over in gallatin to occur having said
this may I1 cautiously suggest what to my thinking were some
of the fundamental sources of the complexities which pro-
duced the battle

certainly the numbers of mormonscormons flooding into the mis
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souri lands at an explosive rate must have frightened the local
settlers or at least that rapid migration must have threatened
their security it should be remembered that the local residents
were themselves relatively new citizens on these lands most
of them had been in the country for only five or six years be-
fore the mormonscormons arrived john corrill onetimeone time church his-
torian wrote these pertinent words

feelings existed as I1 observed before between the mor
mons and other citizens on account of their settling the new
town of adamondiaman and filling up the county so fast 113131

italics added

even the general spirit of pride expressed by two mormon
ambassadors in their petition to the house of representatives
in washington DC must have been interpreted through
missourian eyes as threatening to their peace and security

the mormonscormons continued to increase inin wealth and in
numbers until inin the fall of the year 1838 they numbered
as near as they can estimate about 15000 souls they now
held by purchases from the government of the settlers
and by preemptionpre emption almost all the lands inin the county of
caldwell and a portion of the lands in davis and carroll
counties the county of caldwell was settled almost en-
tirely by mormonscormonsMormons and mormonscormons were rapidly filling up
the counties of davis and carroll when they first com-
menced settling inin those counties there were but few settle-
ments and the lands were for the most part wild and un-
cultivated in the fall of 1838 large well improved farms
had been made and stocked lands had risen in value and
in some instances had been sold for from 10 to 25 per
acre the improvement and settlement had been such that
it was a common remark that the county of caldwell would
soon be the wealthiest in the state 12

and if every mormon felt as lyman wight did about his
missourian neighbors and if this were ultimately sensed by
those neighbors it is easy to see that mormon increase in the
land would only bring trouble here are his words

I1 removed from caldwell to davies county purchased
a preemptionpre emption right for which I1 gave 750 dollars gained
another side thereof put in a large crop and became ac-
quaintedquain ted with the citizens of davies who appeared very
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friendly in the month of june or july there was a town
laid off partly on my preemptionpre emption and partly on lands
belonging to government the emigration commenced flow-
ing to this newly laid off town very rapidly this excited a
prejudice in the minds of some of the old citizens who were
an ignorant set and not very far advanced before the
aborigenees of the country in civilization or cultivated
minds 33

some of the ardent saints were continually telling the mis
sourianssourianosourians that the lord had given them the whole upper
missouri and that the time was just at hand when all their
lands would be given to the saints by the lord and that the
people of this nation would be utterly destroyed 34 certainly
this was no way to win friends or influence people

it may or may not be hyperbole to say that with every
mormon wagon load there was increasing distress even pain
in the missourian psyche with every day he who was once
the senior citizen became more a member of the minority
group there had to be a stopping point to all of this in
northern missouri that point began at gallatin

mormon political power increased as mormon numbers in-
creased the missouriansMissour ians knew this and they also knew that
if the mormonscormons voted together they could elect a candidate by
sheer majority their concern and anxiety about political
power was correlative with their concern over rapid population
increase the missouriansMissour ians in daviess county knew how the
mormonscormons had totally controlled the elections in caldwell
county three thousand mormonscormons there elected the county
clerk two judges the thirteen magistrates and all of the coun-
ty militia As the mormonscormons spilled over into daviess what
could those citizens expect for one thing they expected that
the mormon vote would naturally go contrary to the missou-
rian vote

there had been a man going round amongst us finding
out who the mormonscormons was going to vote for and when they
heard it made them mad and they said that the mormonscormons
should not vote because the mormonscormons did not vote to suit
them 35
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for another thing they expected that the mormonscormons would
control the elections the two political parties were about
equally divided in daviess county and the mormonscormons held
the balance of power and would turn the scale whichever
way they desired 3631

with such expectations of the political power of the mor
mons the missouriansMissourians planned to prevent the mormonscormons from
voting all but one of the eighteen accounts of the election
day battle so witness they planned to keep the mormonscormons
from the polls by force if it became necessary it was reported
to john D lee

that at the approaching election the whigs were going
to cast their votes at the outside precincts early in the day
and then rush inin fforceorce to the town of gallatin the county
seat of daviess county and prevent the mormonscormons from
voting ar3r

lee was also warned that violence might be offered 38 in
addition he learned that the forced election of william pen-
iston was part of the plot 39 parley P pratt said of the mis
sourianssourianosourians the robbers undertook to drive our people
from the poll box and threatened to kill whoever should at-
tempt to vote 40 sidney rigdon reported a great deal more
information about this plot to prevent the mormonscormons from
voting and about peniston s part inin the plot with these words

not only was it threatened that they the saints should not
vote inin daviess county but there were insinuations thrown
out that there would be a mob to prevent the people
there from voting the election at last came on and
the saints went to discharge what they considered not only
a privilege but a duty also one of the candidates for repre-
sentativesenta tive in daviess county was by the name of william
peniston a very ignorant ambitious creature who was de-
terminedter to carry his election if possible and that at all haz-
ards whether the people were willing to elect him or not
those who were not willing to vote for him he determined
by the force of mob law to prevent from voting
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it may not however be amiss here to give an account
of this said peniston s manoeuvres during the electioneeringelectioneering
campaign he was at the time the colonel of the militia in
daviess county and had been the leader in the first mob
which had been raised to prevent the saints from making
settlements inin daviess county inin the first instance of which
mention has been made when the electioneeringelectioneering campaign
had fairly commenced great exertions were made by the dif-
ferent candidates and their friends to obtain the votes of the
saints each man in his turn making application peniston
like the rest made application also mr wight who was
a man of influence among the saints was the one to whom
said peniston made overtures mr wight knowing that
peniston had always been an enemy to the saints took the
liberty to ask peniston about his former hostilities and his
previous attempt to drive them from their homes as well as
many abusive things which he had said peniston declared
that he never had any intention of driving them from their
homes he only tried to scare them and if he could not he
intended to let them alone and as to the many abusive
things which he had said he said they were very wrong he
had been deceived by false reports without being acquainted
with the people and sincesince he had become acquainted with
them he found that they were first rate citizens and by
many such sayings he attempted to gain votes but the
saints all the time knowing that he was a corrupt man and
every way disqualified for the office after which he was
struggling would not be induced to vote for him at all
this he fully understood before the election and made his
arrangements accordingly having his satelitessatellitessatelites at the election
to aid him in executing his purpose inin preventing the
saints from voting 41

now if the mormonscormons knew beforehand about the planned
action to be taken by the Missourmissouriansians on election day at the
polls as suggested by the above statements it seems incon-
ceivableceivable that they wouldnwouldnt t have consciously planned some re-
taliatorytaliatory maneuver yet there isis little if any evidence that
they did this to the contrary various of the accounts reported
that the brethren went to the polls unarmed they were even
grateful that the pile of logs was there to supply them with
weapons it is also clear that there were only a few mor
mons on hand to get involved in the fracas given the avail-
able evidence it cannot be supported that there was any
planned action offensive or defensive on the part of the mor
mons in the election day battle
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however since we are dealing with possible causative
factors for this battle there appears to be some strong evidence
that a militant disposition had developed among the mormonscormons
against the missouriansMissour ians if this isis true then this attitude would
permeate all other relationships between mormonscormons and gen-
tiles perhaps the battle at gallatin would not have been as
furious and bloody had it not had this overtone to it perhaps
the ultimate consequences of this battle leading to the total
expulsion of the mormonscormons would not have happened at
least not as quickly as it did were it not for this militant
posture

to defend the thesis of this aggressive and somewhat bel-
ligerentli posture we should look inin retrospect at some signifi-
cant events of mormon history in the formative years of the
church persecutions by gentiles became serious enough to
cause the mormon migration to ohio next the saints im-
mediate expectations of establishing the new jerusalem in
jackson county missouri were shattered quite brutally on 20
july 1855183518331853 that tragic event of the expulsion out of zion must
have been for every mormon who experienced it too indeli-
bly a part of him to easily forgive and forget then too
precious scriptures the word of god supported and perpetu-
ated their feelings about missouriansMissourians

and inasmuch as mine enemiesenemies come against you to drive
you from my goodly land which I1 have consecrated to be
the land of zion even from your own lands after these
testimonies which ye have brought before me against them
ye shall curse them

and whomsoverwhomsoeverwhomsover ye curse I1 will curse and ye shall
avenge me of minemine enemiesenemies

and my presence shall be with you even in avenging
me of mine enemiesenemies unto the third and fourth generation
of them that hate me dacd&c 103242610324 26

though some of the aggressive attitudes were aimed directly
at the dissenters it is clear that they embraced the missouriansMissour ians
also

on 10 march 1838 on a saturday at far west joseph
smith penned what is known as the political motto of the
church careful reading of it reflects a mild belligerency
toward more than just those who were bringing vexatious law-
suits against the saints the dissenters this motto clearly
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reflects an attitude of woe to all enemies of the saints whether
on religousreligiousreligous economic or political battlefields no loyal
latter day saint residing in missouri could go unaffected by
the general spirit of the motto

the constitution of our country formed by the fathers
of liberty peace and good order in society love to god
and good will to man all good and wholesome laws virtue
and truth above all things and aristarchy live forever but
woe to tyrants mobs aristocracy anarchy and toryism and
all those who invent or seek out unrighteous and vexatious
lawsuits under the pretext and color of law or office either
religious or political exalt the standard of democracy
down with that of priestcraft and let all the people say
amen that the blood of our fathers may not cry from the
ground against us sacred is the memory of that blood which
bought for us our liberty 42 italics added

in june 1838 the saints militancy became more organized
john corrill wrote about plans for the dissenters

secret meetings were held and plans contrived how to get
rid of them some had one plan and some another but
there was backwardness inin bringing it about until president
rigdon delivered from the pulpit what I1 call the salt
sermon 4 3

the salt sermon was delivered by sidney rigdon on 17
june 1838 it is so named because of the text he used as his
theme with the text probably taken from the doctrine and
covenants 101394110139 41 he pointed out what should and would
happen to all the dissenters the sermon was a scathing de-
nunciationnuncia tion of disloyalty among the members of the church
and was inflammatory and threatening corrill who was pres-
ent when the sermon was delivered remarked

this scene I1 looked upon with horror and considered it as
proceeding from a mob spirit 44

the sermon breathed militancy and it had its desired effect
upon its hearers because in only one day after the salt ser-
mon on 18 june 1838 eighty four leading mormon elders
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placed their signatures to a document known as the note of
warning again though it was primarily written to the dis-
senters it was clearly a reflection of a growing aggressive
emotion toward the missouriansMissour ians the spirit of the document
revealed militancy

we have solemnly warned you and that in the most
determined manner that if you did not cease that course of
wanton abuse of the citizens of this county that vengeance
would overtake you sooner or later and that when it did
come it would be as furious as the mountain torrent and as
terrible as the beating tempest but you have affected to de-
spise our warnings and pass them off with a sneer or a grin
or a threat and pursue your former course and vengeance
sleepethsleepeth not neither does it slumber and unless you heed
us this time and attend to our request it will overtake you
at an hour when you do not expect it and at a day when
you do not look for it and for you there shall be no escape
for there isis but one decree for you which isis depart depart
or a more fatal calamity shall befall you oliver cow-
dery david whitmer and lyman E johnson united with
a gang of counterfeiterscounterfeiters thieves liars and blacklegs of
the deepest dye to deceive cheat and defraud the saints out
of their property by every art and stratagem sic which
wickedness could invent using the influence of the vilest per
secutions to bring vexatious lawsuits villainous persecutions
and even stealing not excepted in the midst of this career
for fear the saints would seek redress at their hands they
breathed out threateningsthreaten ings of mobs and actually made at-
tempts with their gang to bring mobs upon them

and amongst the most monstrous of all your abomina-
tions we have evidence which when called upon we can
produce that letters sent to the post office in this place
have been opened read and destroyed and the persons
to whom they were sent never obtained them thus ruining
the business of the place we have evidence of a very strong
character that you are at this very time engaged with a gang
of counterfeiterscounterfeiters colnerscolkerscolcocoicoinersconnersinersners and blacklegs as some of those
characters have lately visited our city from kirtland and told
what they came for and we know assuredly that if we
suffer you to continue we may expect and that speedily
to find a general system of stealing counterfeiting cheating
and burning of property as inin kirtland for so are your
associates carrying on there at this time and that encouraged
by you by means of letters you send continually to them
and to crown the whole you have had the audacity to threaten
us that if we offered to disturb you you would get up a
mob from clay and ray counties for the insult if for
nothing else and for your threatening to shoot us if we
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offered to molest you we will put you from the county
of caldwell so help us godgod4545

the spirit of the document was interpreted as it was intend-
ed the dissenters left immediately david whitmer wrote
of this in 1887

in the spring of 1838 the heads of the church and many
of the members had gone deep into error and blindness
I1 had been striving with them for a long time to show them
the errors into which they were drifting and for my labors
I1 received only persecutions sufsufficef ice it to say that my
persecutions for trying to show them their errors became
of such a nature that I1 had to leave the latter day saints
and as I1 rode on horseback out of far west in june 1838
the voicevolcevoicevolce of god from heaven spake to me 46

david whitmer also spoke of an organized force being estab-
lished in the church at this same time

in june 1838 at far west mo a secret organization
was formed doctor avard being put in as the leader of the
band a certain oath was to be administered to all the breth-
ren to bind them to support the heads of the church in every-
thing they should teach 4717

mark mckiernan suggested that though this aggressive spirit
started from the arrival of the first presidency in far west

march 1838 the organized form of it came sometime in
june 1838 with the formation of a secret militant society
for the enforcement 0off orthodoxy 48 mckiernan further pos-
tulated that in july the direction of smith s and rigdon s

militancy shifted from opposing dissenters to combating gen-
tile persecution 49

the secret band or secret militant society which both
david whitmer and mark mckiernan wrote about was un-
questionably the organization most familiarly known as the
danitescanitesDanites klaus hansen said that the danitescanites were originally or-
ganized in self defense against the depredations of the mis
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sourianosourianssourians adding that they were a secret military organization
bound together by oaths and secret passwords 50 leland gen-
try states that after the dissenters left

the danitescanites lost the rationale behind their existence A
new purpose had to be found in order to justify the organi-
zation s continuance the warlike threats continually breathed
against the saints by their missouri neighbors furnished the
desired objective namely protection against mob violence 51

As if one formally organized group such as the danitescanitesDanites
based upon near enmity of their neighbors wasngasn t enough
the mormon leader established another military oriented group
called the armies of israel or the host of israel As with the
danitescanites its most important reason for being was to protect
the saints from mobs and the only mobbersrobbers against them in
missouri were missouriansMissour ians the host of israel was established
by joseph smith and it was believed that joseph smith was
commander in chief 52 john D lee wrote about both of these
militant bodies placing the date of their origins in the sum-
mer of 1838

in justice to truth I1 must state that just before the
general election of august 1838 a general notice was given
for all the brethren of daviess county to meet at adam on
diamond sic every man obeyed the call at that meeting all
the males over eighteen years of age were organized into
a military body according to the law of the priesthood and
called the host of israel the first rank was a captain
with ten men under him next was a captain of fifty that is
he had five companies of ten next the captain of a hundred
or of ten captains and companies of ten the entire mem-
bership of the mormon church was then organized in the
same way this as I1 was informed was the first organiza-
tion of the military force of the church it was so or-
ganized at that time by command of god as revealed
through the lord s prophet joseph smith god commanded
joseph smith to place the host of israel inin a situation for
defense against the enemies of god and the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints

at the same conference another organization was per-
fected or then first formed it was called the danitescanitesDanites
the members of this order were placed under the most
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sacred obligations that language could invent they were
sworn to stand by and sustain each otherothers sustain protect
defend and obey the leaders of the church under any and
all circumstances unto death and to disobey the orders of
the leaders of the church or divulge the name of a danite
to an outsider or to make public any of the secrets of the order
of danitescanitesDanites was to be punished with death and I1 can say
of a truth many have paid the penalty for failing to keep
their covenants they had signs and tokens for use and pro-
tectiontection the token of recognition was such it could be
readily understood and it served as a token of distress by
which they could know each other from their enemies al-
though they were entire strangers to each other when the
sign was given it must be responded to and obeyed even at
the risk or certainty of death the danite that would refuse
to respect the token and comply with all its requirements
was stamped with dishonor infamy shame disgrace and
his fate for cowardice and treachery was death 53

the organizational pattern of the army into companies of
tens and fifties as described by lee was the same as that found
in the danitescanites army the two groups were so similar that even
the prophet joseph smith attempted to explain the difference
between them inin order to prevent any possible confusion 54

I1 have attempted to show evidence that an aggressive bel-
ligerentli and militant spirit was being developed in the hearts
of the latter day saints inin missouri the political motto
the salt sermon the note of warning and the flight of the
dissenters all testify to it but the fact that two formed or-
ganizations were actually created and operative in missouri
two mormon armiesarmies adds greater validity to that argu-
ment yet with all of this additional supporting evidence
comes from the words of sidney rigdon given on inde-
pendencependence day 4 july 1838 his position was given while de-
livering an official address on that day an address which re-
flected the attitudes of the saints it is important to remem-
ber that this sermon was delivered only one month before
the gallatin affair the address is known as the mormon
declaration of independence the following is an excerpt
of the final words of his speech

it isis not because we cannot if we were so disposed enjoy
the honors and flatteriesflat teries of the world but we have volun
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tanily offered them inin sacrifice and the riches of the world
also for a more durable substance our god has promised
us a reward of eternal inheritance the promise is

sure and the reward is certain it is because of this that
we have taken the spoiling of our goods our cheeks have
been given to the smitersseiterssmiters and our heads to those who have
plucked off the hair we have not only when smittedemitted on
one cheek turned the other but we have done it again
and again until we are wearied of being smittedemittedsmitted and tired
of being trampled upon we have proved the world with
kindness we have suffered their abuse without cause with
patience and have endured without resentment until this
day and still their persecution and violence does not cease
but from this day and this hour we will suffer it no more

we take god and all the holy angels to witness this day
that we warn all men inin the name of jesus christ to come
on us no more forever for from this hour we will bear it
no more our rights shall no more be trampled upon with
impunity the man or the set of men who attempts it
does it at the expense of their lives and that mob that
comes on us to disturb us it shall be between us and them
a war of extermination for we willzelii follow them till the last
drop of their blood is spilled or else they will have to ex-
terminate us for we will carry the seat of war to their own
houses and their own families and one party or the other
shall behe utterly destroyed remember it then all MEN

we will never be the aggressors we will infringe on the
rights of no people but shall stand for our own until death
we claim our own rights and are willing that all others
shall enjoy theirs

no man shall be at liberty to come into our streets to
threaten us with mobs for if he does he shall atone for it
before he leaves the place neither shall he be at liberty to
vilify and slander any of us for suffer it we will not in
this place

we therefore take all men to record this day that we
proclaim our liberty on this day as did out fathers and we
pledge this day to one another our fortunes our lives and our
sacred honors to be delivered from the persecutions which
we have had to endure for the last nine years or nearly
that neither will we indulge any man or set of men
in instituting vexatious law suits against us to cheat us out
of our just rights if they attempt it we say woe be unto
them

we this day then proclaim ourselves free with a purpose
and a determination that never can be broken no never
NO NEVER NO NEVERnever353555 italics addedladdealadded

oration delivered by mr S rigdon 4thath day of july 1838 at far
west caldwell county missouri far west elders journal press 1838
historical department of the church
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the sermon was enthusiastically welcomed by the entire con-
gregationgregation in fact upon the conclusion of it they spontaneously
shouted the hosannah shout from every standpoint the
speech was an immediate success the skeptic who does
not believe that either the message or the tone of this address
reflected the official church position or at least joseph
smith s position and that it only reflected sidney rigdon s

point of view must reorient his thinking when he reads the
following words from joseph smith given less than one
month after the gallatin election day battle

ELDERS JOURNAL
joseph smith jr editor

far west mo august 1838

in this paper we give the procedingsproceedingsprocedings which were had
on the fourth of july at this place in laying the corner
stones of the temple about to be built in this city

the oration delivered on the occasion is now published
inin pamphlet form those of our friends wishing to have
one can get it by calling on ebenezer robinson by whom
they were printed we would recommend to all the saints
to get one to be had inin their families as it contains an out-
line of the suffering and persecutions of the church from
its riserise As also the fixed determinations of the saints in
relation to the persecutors who are and have been con-
tinually not only threatening us with mobs but actually have
been putting their threats into execution with which we
are absolutely determined no longer to bear come life or
come death for to be mobed any more without taking
vengeance we will not EDITOR

joseph smith s editorial gave wholehearted endorsement of
sidney rigdon s sermon the elders journal was the church s

official publication at this time in addition to this editorial
and again only one month after sidney rigdon s sermon the
prophet wrote the following words

there is great excitement at present among the missoumassou
riansrians who are seeking if possible an occasionoccasion against us
they are continually chafing us and provoking us to anger
if possible one sign of threatening after another but we do
not fear them for the lord god the eternal father isis our
god and jesus the mediator isis our savior and in the great
I1 am isis our strength and confidence
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we have been driven time after time and that without
cause and smitten again and again and that without provoca-
tion until we have proved the world with kindness and the
world has proved us that we have no designs against any
man or set of men that we injure no man that we are
peaceable with all men minding our own business and our
business only we have suffered our rights and our liberties to
be taken from us we have not avenged ourselves of those
wrongs we have appealed to magistrates to sheriffs to
judges to government and to the president of the united
states all in vain yet we have yielded peaceably to all these
things we have not complained at the great god we murmur-
ed not but peaceably left all and retired into the back country
in the broad and wild prairies inin the barren and desolate
plains and there commenced anew we made the desolate
places to bud and blossom as the rose and now the fiendlikefiend like
race is disposed to give us no rest there father the devil
is hourly calling upon them to be up and doing and they
like willing and obedient children need not the second ad-
monition but inin the name of jesus christ the son of the
living god we will endure it no longer if the great god
will arm us with courage with strength and with power to
resist them in their persecutions we will not act on the of-
fensive but always on the defensive our rights and our
liberties shall not be taken from us and we peaceably sub-
mit to it as we have done heretofore but we will avenge
ourselves of our enemiesenemies inasmuch as they will not let us
alonealone7alonea7

with all of the evidence offered in the previous pages
of an emotion of militancy overshadowing the mormon people
it is not easy to disbelieve even william swartzell s following
account of the brethren just two days after the gallatin affair

about six 0 clock in the morning every man appeared
under arms we all marched out upon the prairie where
we formed a hollow square the horsemen on one side
and the foot soldiers on the other the officers occupying
the center of the square brothers smith rigdon cahoon
eberly white lot and many other officers were all in uni-
form sidney rigdon drew his sword and said as near
as I1 can recollect these words we have been imposed
upon and persecuted ever sincesince the rising of this church
have been driven from kirtland ohio to jackson county
missouri from jackson to clay county from ray to cald-
well county and now we are inin daviess county we are
the people of god and the only people that believe in his
word we fear god our almighty protector and we will
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be no more driven from this blessed land now we as the
people of god do declare do declare and decree by the
great jehovah the eternal and omnipotent god that sits
upon his vast and everlasting throne beyond that etherial
blue pointing his sword upwards weivezue WILL bathe our
swords in the VITAL BLOOD of the missouriansMissour ians or DIE
inin the attempt the whole company then shouted and
gave three cheers 58

and with the same evidence it is not difficult to better un-
derstandderstand the spirit the emotion of the brethren when they
started to bash the heads of the missouriansMissour ians at gallatin the
following words should now be clearer

to return to the election at gallatin the brethren all
attended the election all things seemed to pass off quietly
until some of the mormonscormons went up to the polls to vote I1
was lying on the grass with mcbrier and a number of
others when stewart fell the mormonscormons sprang to the
pile of oak hearts and each man taking one for use rushed
into the crowd the mormonscormons were yelling save him
and the settlers yelled kill him dnd n him the sign
of distress was given by the DaDcanitesunitesdanitesniteshiteshires and all rushed forward
determined to save stewart or die with him the danite
sign of distress was again given by john L butler one of
the captains of the host of israel seeing the sign I1
sprang to my feet and armed myself with one of the oak
sticks I1 did this because I1 was a danite and my oaths that
I1 had taken required immediate action on my part inin sup-
port of the one giving the sign captain butler was
then a stranger to me and until I11 saw him give the danite
sign of distress I1 had believed him to be one of the
missouri ruffians who were our enemiesenemies the man then
gave the sign and I1 knew how to act 9 italics added
I1 did not want to kill anyone but merely to stop the affray
and went in with the determination to rescue my brethren
from such miserable curs at all hazards thinking when heft
ing my stick that I1 must temper my lick just so as not to kill
and further when I1 called out for the canitesdanites a power rested
upon me such as one I1 never felt before afterafter the
fight was over we gathered our men on some hewn house
logs and told the mob that we would fight them as long
as blood run warm in our veinszeinsveinsdeyns if they still persisted but
they begged for peace after they saw their men lying
round cogo italics added

william swartzell mormonlrmmormomsnj exposed pekin ohio published by the
author 1840 ppap 282928 29

lee mormonism unveiledanvelunvel led ppap 566056 60
butler in journal history also inin durham
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the three fundamental sources or conditions and pressures
which contributed as causes of the election day battle the
rapid influx of mormon people into northern missouri the
settlers fear of the political power of the mormonscormonsMormons and the
very real spirit of aggressiveness and militancy which develop-
ed in the mormon psyche do not represent all the causes
and forces combining to produce that battle however these
are the three most important causes and with these causes
in mind the great knockdownknock down and unhappy affray known
in mormon history as the gallatin election day battle was
the kind of tilingthing which was apt to occur in small towns on
frontiers where life was made urgent and desperate by nature
and where people who were differently prepared socially were
thrown together when one group or the other had intense re-
ligious feelings especially when those religious feelings took
on strong political overtones and whenever those people gath-
ered together in the summertime at the election polls especially
when it was unbearably dry and hot



the hauns mill massacre

ALMA R BLAIR

it may be that the events which took place here on 5030 octo-
ber 1838 are beyond our understanding there are times when
imagination is challenged beyond its capacity to respond even
when we stand on the ground of the events themselves here
at haun s mill nature has conspired to hide from us the past
we would recreate we do not know where most of the
houses or tents stood we must be tentative on the site of
the mill and blacksmith shop we hardly dare guess at the
location of the well which became a mass grave it is almost
as if nature thought to blot out the obscenity of this massacre

the earth s wounds are long healed but we know history
is not to be found in the remains of old log cabins or the
stone foundations of a mill even when we can uncover them
rather history is to be found in the memory of mankind
part of our remembrance of the haun s mill massacre is
simple to reconstruct but part of it is as complex as hu-
manity itself and our remembering is infused with pain

jacob haun s mill was one of several scattered along
shoal creek for about a year it had been the home of fifteen
to twenty families of the saints and other churchmemberschurch members
inin the area used it for grinding their grain it had also become
a stopping place for those migrating to caldwell county
from kirtland although few saints had settled in living-
stone county or carroll county to the east and although
the mill was inside caldwell county it was close to the
borders and threatened to become a center for the mormon
population that might spill over inintoto gentile territory

mr blair teaches american history at RLDS gracelandgravelandGraceland college at lamoni
iowa where he is associate professor of history holdhoidholdingng an MANLAhla from the
university of iowa he has published in courage and the saints herald
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tension had built in livingstone during october and the
county militia had been called out two companies especially
were active in trying to turn back migrants from kirtland
and in patrolling the borders adjoining caldwell county the
battle of crooked river fought 25 october raised fears among
the saints in eastern caldwell county and several families
gathered to haun s mill for protection the group consid-
ered but decided against going to far west at that time the
saints at haun s mill had had no previous difficulties with
the gentiles and reached an agreement on 28 october with
the militia group led by captain nehemiah comstock sta-
tioned near mooresvilleMooresville and utica to preserve the peace the
mormonscormons then removed their pickets but reestablished them
after learning of another militia company operating about
fourteen miles directly east of the mill under the leadership
of captain david evans the saints devised the plan of using
the blacksmith shop as a fort feeling that they could hold
off any group likely to attack them they had not considered
the possibility of having to face a vastly superior force

it is not clear why the gentile militia decided to attack
haun s mill at this particular time daviess county men had
been talking to those from livingstone describing real or fan-
cied mormon injustices perpetrated against them the ex-
termination order issued by governor boggs on 27 october
was now widely known and the state militia was beginning
to move against far west these factors may have been de-
cisive under the leadership of colonel thomas jennings
the several companies of livingstone militia were formed into
a battalion the decision to attack the settlement was made
29 october at woolsey s farm about ten miles northeast of
haun s mill jennings and his force of about 200 men left
after noon on 5030 october and rode south to within several
miles of the mill there they dismounted marched across
the open prairie to the woods just north of the mill and
filtered through the trees

captain evans had withdrawn the pickets that had been
stationed in the woods the previous day but was apparently
planning to set them out again that evening the attack
came about 400 pm without warning some of the saints
at first thought the approaching men were reinforcements
from far west with the opening volley of shots the hamlet
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was thrown into confusion evans waved his hat and shouted
for quarter he was not heard but it isis doubtful if peace
would have been given anyway the women and children
scattered and some of the men ran for the woods and safety
those who got to the blacksmith shop found it to be a trap
they were fired upon through the large cracks between the
logs and were so crowded inside that they were easily hit
when they tried to flee from the building they were again
fired upon and only a few most of them wounded managed
to get to the woods where they hid until night

seventeen saints1saints all men and boys died that day or in the
following weeks one woman was injured and somesornesoine men
were hacked to death by corn knives after they had been
wounded thomas mcbride a sevenseventyty eight year oldoid man
was wounded then shot with his own rifle as he surrendered
and finally hacked by his murderer ten year old sardius
smithsinith was deliberately killed as hebe tried to hide and nine
year old charles merrick suffered with his wounds for five
weeks before helielleile died the missouriansMissour ians had three men
wounded who were taken away in wagons stolen from the
saints jennings men stayed for less than two hours and
then returned to livingstone county

the saints slowly gathered themselves together during
the night tended to the wounded as best they could and
wept for the dead the following day the bodies were slid
into a partially dug well and lightly covered with dirt later
that day comstock s men returned to bury the dead and warn
the remaining mormonscormons that they must leave the state im-
mediately after the surrender of far west and adam ondi
ahman concomstockistock s company was assigned to haun s mill
and remained there until the saints migrated to illinois

those are the things we can know but what we can
never be certain of perhaps isis why it all happened what
kind of men were these what forces moved inin their souls
causing them to commit such outrage upon other humans
the answers we have sometimes given are clear inin their
attribution of innocenceinnocence and guilt but perhaps we have
condemned too easily at any rate it isis easiereaslereasiereasler to assign guilt
than to account for the whysghys of history

A gentgentilele named walker not inin the militia was apparently also killed
inin this attack
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it would be foolish and dangerous for us to place the
missouriansMissour ians outside the human race to account for this
massacre as the action of a devil infested particularly de-
praved species the same man who seconds before had
hacked father mcbride to pieces gently told olive ames
crouching with her children under a river bank that she
was safe and would not be harmed we know that all of
us are capable of bestiality but this was not an attack moti-
vated by the lust to kill it was too selective too well
planned for that

undoubtedly economiceconomic considerations entered into the
missourian s minds but haun s mill cannot be explained by
recounting the animals wagons clothes and grain which they
took on the day of the massacre and in the months that fol-
lowed they did not think to profit much from the land the
homes or the mill nor can we be satisfied that political
issues were the primary motivations especially not for those
from livingstone county such explanations fall short im-
portant though they may be for we must remember that
haun s mill isis connected with larger events and larger causes
our explanation must deal with similar events in far west
adam ondi ahman clay county jackson county kirtland
new york and later nauvoo

those immediate factors of personal ambition and group
greed are but the names given to a narnamelessneless fear that churned
deep inside the attackers they feared these people who were
somehow different who thought and acted in ways that were
not their ways at some point each of those who marched
against the saints passed from the rational thought that the
mormonscormons were also human to the irrational thought that
mormonscormonsMormons were not truly people their fear had crystal-

lized leaving them with the capacity to do anything even
kill to rid themselves of the terror that was silently grinding
away on the banks of shoal creek that sunny afternoon the
attackers did not think of how they were violating aa truce
or invading the saints own country they did not want the
saints goods they did not even want their lives they were
beyond such calculations and moved inin the great mystery of
the myth of we against them at such a point all de-
fensive or humane acts of the enemy seem devilish and
insincere at such a point all things we do are right and
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necessary so these several hundred missouriansMissour ians made up of
husbands fathers and sons marched calmly and righteously
through the woods to kill those they had to kill

nor were the saints free from this mob psychology which
is also personal as well for some of them fear had also
crystallized and their reason had become servant of their emo-
tions we see it inin those saints who swore secret oaths to
follow their leaders even to the despoiling of the gentiles
for the sake of the kingkingdomdorndoin we see it in the speeches and
in the intolerant acts directed toward those within the faith
as well as those outside we see it as the saints despaired
of legal processes and marched to destroy the enemy we
see it inin those at haun s mill who believed their righteous-
ness would enable thernthem to hold off any enemy force

the cause of the saints fear hate reaction is to be found
in part in the fact they had been pushed too far for too
long we cannot blame themthein or absolve them however
we need to understand the effects of another fact both
saints and gentiles believed themselves to be a chosen
people to be such a people in our historical conception of
ourselves to feel called to defend a special gospel is always
dangerous even without persecution the saints believed in
their uniqueness and too often flaunted their peculiar rela-
tionshiption ship with god when methodist and baptist ministers
led the opposition the saints took this as sign of their own
righteousness and evidence of the wickedness of their tor
inenmentorstors it was neither

for their part the gentiles felt their own sure calling to
abolish the delusion of mormonism and joe smith the
fruit of the tree when nurtured under tension was the haun s

mill massacre
we must look to our myths even our sacred myths and

beware lest our unconscious acceptance of them becomes the
means whereby we betray their highest promises we who
are called to become saints must never confuse that call with
what we presently are we who are called to learn truth
must never forget our own guilt or the innocence of those
who are guityguilty this is a world in which inenmen will die for
their fondest dreams we should not forget that men will
sometimes also kill for those same drdreamsearns

we may not find the rotting timbers here that would
mark the outlines of old houses we inaymay however find that
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which marks us part of humankind As we consider the events
that took place here we may become more than tolerant per-
haps we can learn humility

bibliographical NOTE

two difficulties confront the historian in trying to reconstruct the haun s
mill massacre the first is the usual problem of determining the facts of
such items as how many persons were at the mill how large the attacking
force was and what exactly happened

A more serious problem surrounds the reasons for the attack the saints
who wrote at the time were so shocked and so angered at missouri that they
usually wrote of little more than the horrors of the incident to them no
explanation was necessary beyond that of the depravity of the missouriansMissour ians
the attackers who apparently wrote little returned the compliment even
the judicious account compiled in 1887 by major reburn S holcombe writing
under the pen name bury jacejocejoycelacetoyce is of little help in suggesting reasons for this
seemingly senseless act

the sources mentioned here are certainly not exhaustive certain accounts
notably that of joseph W young and nathan K knight are found inin sev-
eral places either in full or as extracts however these sources do give most
of the maiorsmajorsmajormalor nineteenth century statements on the massacre
history of caldwell and lizilivngstonelinngstonengsione counties missouri st louis national

historical co 1886 chapter 4 ppap 14559145 59
history of the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints

reprint herald publishing house independence mo 1951 2224542224 54
smith joseph history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

edited by B H roberts 7 vols revised ed salt lake city deseret
book co 1948 3182873182 87

times and seasons l184011840 14550145 50



heveliushedeliusHevelius and the
meaning of history

DE LAMAR JENSEN

I1 am grateful to those who have planned this celebration
for the opportunity to address you on such a significant oc-
casion an occasion which marks a milestone not only for the
library but for scholarship at brigham young university may
I1 begin by congratulating all who are associated in the admin-
istration and operation of the J reuben clarkdarkoark library for the
magnificent selection of materials they have collected for the
use of BYU students and faculty and in particular may I1
commend them and all of the donors on the acquisition of
johannes heveliushedeliusHevelius s cataloguecatalogusCata logus steiStelsrelstellarumSfeiltellfelilarumarumdrum fixarumfzxarum as the
millionth volume acquisition it is a work of considerable
importance in the history of science and typifies the quality and
range of BYU s library holdings

in these days of rapid change social and economic up-
heaval and political turmoil we cannot afford to be panicked
into neglecting our cultural heritage or our intellectual po-
tential in favor of immediate fads or short range ambitions
the old testament teaches us the danger of exchanging a
birthright for a mess of pottage the lesson should be heeded
the surest way for a society to doom its future is to forget
its past the best way to kill civilization is to burn its books
and obliterate its history

to live simply inin the present as so many have undertaken
to do inin this age destroying systematically the links which bind

the paper was originally presented at the celebration of the acquisition of the
millionth volume by the brigham young university library

dr jensen an internationally known historical scholar is former chairman
of the history department at brigham young university he has published
widely in the field of renaissance and reformation history
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them to preceding generations is to leave oneself at the
mercy of all those neuroses for which our society has proved
so fertile a breeding ground the modern odyssey the
search for identity is doomed to shipwreck if it does not
take unto itself the historic dimension of mans experience 1

long ago thomas jefferson insisted that

the study of history is the very heart of education in
a republic the purpose of history is to enable every man
to judge for himself what will secure or endanger his free-
dom surely that is precise enough and relevant enough
to satisfy anyone 2

nothing is more relevant in this day of conscious and
sometimes mistaken relevance than preserving our heritage
knowing our roots and mapping our forward progress on the
basis of where we have been for without the preservation
and study of the ideas aspirations accomplishments frustra-
tions and failures of the past of man s collective memory
and experiences each generation would have to begin again
from primitive origins and be doomed to commit the same
errors as its ancestors there could be no progress it
would be motion without movement walking eternally on a
treadmill

but that is not what we want and I1 don t believe that is
what god intended for us the knowledge of human history
is to mankind what personal memory is to the individual
without it we are lost in a sea of objects forms and sounds
with each day or generation beginning where the previous
one began instead of where it ended with it we may ad-
vance from one stage to the next building upon the ideas
the institutions and the knowledge of each previous age
just as our personal lives unfold and progress on the founda-
tions and achievements of each successive day the past

has a great deal to teach us not only in the form of spe-
cific answers to questions which are totally relevant still
but also in the perspective we can gain in no other way
A thoughtful look at history is perhaps the most effective
single way to sort out the significant from the transient
to find out what really matters in our long uneven struggle
to find better ways for man to livejive 3

page smith the historian and history new york 1966 p 248
walterfalterwaiter karp horizon 12 no 1 1970231970 25
J daniels manley publisher of time life books to the author oct-

ober 1971
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it is the profession of some of us to acquire preserve
and make available the documentary sources of our heritage
for others of us our commitment is to study and learn from
those sources so that our collective memories might be re-
freshed and the lessons of history made available to all but
it is the fate of each of us to profit or lose from the results of
these efforts in relation to the way the lessons are applied
civilizations that have failed to keep a knowledge of them-
selves have vanished from the earth others have followed
distorted and grotesque paths as a result of believing falsified
or distorted history

but a library does more than collect and preserve the
written and pictorial history of the past it provides the great-
est stimulation for the creation of new ideas for in the pages
of printed and written words lies the power to stimulate orig-
inal and life giving thought if a ten dollar book or a
thousand dollar manuscript were to cause one student or
teacher to spawn a great idea or create a new work of art
or improve an old system of government both investments
would be worth the cost

petrarchpetrarcaPetrarch the father of renaissance humanism was sensitive
to the value of books he wrote a friend in 1338 concerning
his personal library of books

they are friends illustrious inin speech intelligence gov-
ernmenternment war not difficult they are content with a corner
inin my humble house never reluctant or boring eagerly obedi-
ent to my command ready to come or go at my call now
these now those I1 interrogate and they answer me at
length telling their tales and singing their songs some
explore the secrets of nature some give counsel on better
living and better dying some tell their own high deeds and
those of past heroes and make old times live again inin their
words some drive away my distresses with their cheer
and bring back laughter to me with their fun some teach
me to bear all burdens to hope for nothing to know my-
self they are the artificersartificers of peace war agriculture law
navigation they raise me up inin adversity curb me inin pros-
perity bid me look to the end remind me of the swift days
and of life s brevity for all these gifts they ask a small
price only an open door to my house and heart for hostile
fate has left them few refuges inin the world and only reluc-
tant friends if they are admitted they think any lurking
place a mansion and lie trembling until the frigid clouds
may pass and the muses again be welcomed they do
not require that silken hangingshanningshangings cover my bare walls or that
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rich ffoodsoods perfume my table or that my halls resound with
the clamor of many servants attending a throng of guests
my sober troop of books are content with their own pro-
visions and share them with me as I1 sit wearily on my rose
colored bench they give me sacred food and pour me sweet
nectar 4

I1 began to develop my own respect and love for books
many years ago inin a small one room country grade school in
idaho I1 still remember vividly the old coal stove located
near the front of the room that we boys took turns firing
during the winter days to keep the room warm a water
bucket and dipper inin the opposite corner containing the
drinking water brought in from the outside well two or
three times a day again by the boys on a rotational basis
six rows of desks seven desks to a row accommodating all
eight grades in the older grades our numbers were reduced
by early dropoutsdrop outs and necessary farm work so that grades
five through eight needed only two rows instead of four in
the back of the room to the left were all the props equipment
and materials used inin frequent plays and dramatizations of
historical events and holidays along with other cooperative
projects from bird collections to working models of vehicles
we had made to illustrate the history of transportation from
the stone age to the present and unobtrusively tucked away
in the rear righthandright hand corner of the room was the library a
four by six glassed in cabinet containing the literary holdings
of the school not much material there to start an academic
career on but what it did contain was exciting challenging
and transcendent what could be more welcome to an eight
year old boy whose life cutsideoutside of the schoolroom seemed to
be a never ending succession of cowcov milking horse feeding
calf feeding pig feeding chicken feeding egg gathering barn
cleaning cow herding wodwood hauling hay hauling potato
picking weed pulling and everything else that went with life
on the farm in the early 1930s 1I don t recall how many
books that little library contained nor very many of their
titles but I1 do recall having read them all by the time I1

reached the sixth grade and when I1 graduated from the
eighth I1 had read many of them four and five times there
was nothing else to read but enough reminiscing

francescorancescoran cesco petrarchpetrarcaPetrarch eptEpsEpiepistolaeepsstolaestolae metrimetricalcaical 16 quoted in morris bishop
PetrarpetraschpetrarchpetrarcbPetr urcharchcb and his world bloomington 1963 ppap 13536135 36
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many of you may recall some of the stories of thomas
jefferson s great love and use of books jefferson who owned
one of the finest private libraries in colonial america was
deeply aware of the limitless value and importance of books
inin the development of education in 1819 the state of virginia
granted the charter establishing the university of virginia and
appropriated 15000 to construct and equip the university
jefferson who was named as its first rector immediately con-
tacted a number of boston booksellers and spent the entire

15000 for the purchase of books when that was gone he
sent someone to europe to buy an additional number which
he felt was necessary for the establishment of a meaningful
university this was the visionvision that made the university of
virginia one of the great institutions of higher learning in
america

it is also the vision that has inspired the leaders of our
church and this university inin the creation and growth of a
great research library here brigham young set the tone more
than 100 years ago when liehelleile wrote on the occasion of the
establishment of the university of the state of deseret

we are happy in saying to all that a brighter day isis dawning
on the intellectual prosperity of zion and we earnestly
solicit the cooperation of all the saints and particularly the
elders inin all nations to gather as they may have the op-
portunityportunity books inin all languages and on every sciencescience ap-
paratusparatus and rare specimens of art and nature and every-
thing that may tend tto beautify and make useful and for-
ward or bring the same to the regents of our university 5

on a later occasion he said

we should be a people of profound learning pertaining to
the things of the world we should be familiar with the
variousvarious languages we wish missionaries whowio may go
to france to be able to speak the french language fluently
and those who may go to germany italy spain and so
on to all nations to be familiar with the languages of those
nations

we also wish them to understand the geography habits
customs and laws of nations and kingdoms whether they be
barbarians or civilized this isis recommended inin the reve-
lations given to us in them we are taught to study the best
books that we may become as well acquainted with the

ththirdird general epistle 12 april 1850 messages of the first presi-
dency salt lake city 1965 ppap 484948 49
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geography of the world as we are with our gardens and
as familiar with the people so far at least as they are por-
trayed inin print as we are with our families and neigbeig
bours

not long ago president hugh B brown wrote in the im-
provementprovement era

we seek to arouse inin all who are young inin mind a broad
and well rounded acquaintance with and enthusiasm for fine
books that their increasing knowledge shall continue to be
vigorous dynamic and zestful that life may be worth living
liberal education the education that liberates the human
mind from prejudice and provincialism isis education for
freedom the love of great books should be earnestly de-
sired by every person if we are to be free our minds must
be free he who loves and becomes acquainted with great
books isis the richest and happiest of men 7

A university library has special needs to enable it to pro-
videvidethevidettethe multitude of services for which it exists its holdings
must be deep in some areas as well as broad inin all it must
contain specialized and detailed sources along with extensive
coverage on a less pap1profoundrefoundrofound level it must serve amateurs
and professionals creators and critics researchers and review-
ers A single manuscript such as the one we have acquired
as the millionth volume may be the source of many future
creations and unlimited stimulation to hard work

I1 have had the occasionoccasion and opportunity to study in many
libraries and archives throughout europe most of them
possess large collections of original manuscript sources in
one of these the small library of the institute de valencia de
don juan in madrid I1 was first struck by the thought that
people in past ages some of them at least were speaking di-
rectly to me the manuscript collection there was assiduously
guarded by the library patron who looked after the holdings
as a mother hen watches her chicks 8 when I1 opened the
first bundle of papers all of them dating from the second
half of the sixteenth century I1 stopped in amazement had
these lines been written in gold no what had appeared to
be gold turned out to be flecks of drying sand stuck to the ink
which had turned golden brown over the years but their

tournaijournalJo uinal of discourses 26 vols london 1861 840
get understanding improvement era 63 1960628

de lamar jensen historical research at the institute de valencia de don
juan the historian 29 196681851966811966 818581 85
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glisten gave the appearance of newly applied gold leaf I1

immediately felt a closeness to the author of those vellum
sheets when I1 realized from the amount of sand still stuck to
the ink that I1 might have been the first to read those lines
since they were written four hundred years ago I1 can t say
that this experience caused a great flurry of production from
my own pen but it did reinforce my commitment to truth and
its discovery and to the promotion of sound scholarship through
good teaching and writing

brigham young university now has several manuscript
collections of its own some of our manuscripts like the
documents at the institute de valencia de don juan or the
archivio di stato in venice or the bibliothequebiblioth&que nationalenationalsNationale in
paris or the haus hof und staatsarchiv in vienna also con-
tain flecks of golden drying sand that might in themselves or
by the words they adhere to stimulate students today or long
after you and I1 are gone to greater heights of truth and un-
derstandingderstanding today we are adding johannes heveliushedeliusHevelius s cata
logus stellarumStellarum fixarum to these previously acquired manu-
scripts

heveliushedeliusHevelius was the beneficiary of an age of scientific curiosity
and innovation he was born into a world of intellectual ex-
citementcitecit ementment and revolution religious ideas were still the most
hotly debated subjects inin europe the reformation less than
a hundred years old was a vital issue from cadiz to danzig
and from glasgow to naples the religious separation of
europe into hostile confessional camps had begun long before
but the eventual outcome of those divisions was not yet de-
cided other issues and ideas however far their content
seemed to be from theological debate seemed sooner or later
to become involved in religion both calvinist activists and
determined jesuits saw the religious implications of every ar-
ticulated or implied view

yet by 1611 the year of heveliushedeliusHevelius s birth thoughtful men
all over europe were beginning to weary of the endless argu-
ments and excesses to which religious devotion had driven
them half a century of bloodshed and religious wars had
awakened many to the futility of religious compulsion for
a few short years europe basked in relative peace the doc-
trines of militant huguenotsHuguenots and the iconoclasm of dutch
rebels as well as the ultradogmatismultradogmatism of the french catholic
league seemed to be giving way to a social and political
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tranquility based on the deemphasis of religious politics and
the affirmation of civil authority the previous revolutionary
movements and the religious disorders in france and the
netherlands scotland england and even spain left a scar
of fear throughout the land and a deep longing for stability
and order but as all too often order came to mean authori-
tarianismtarian ism peace was purchased at the price of despotism yet it
was during this brief lull between two ages of european up-
heaval that great changes in the ideas men held about the
physical world and about the universe were being effected

for many years the notion advanced by copernicus that
the sun was the center of the universeuniverse around which the earth
revolved had been taken with a grain of salt at best and in
most cases rejected outright two years before heveliuss
birth galileo learned that two netherlandersNether landers had built a tele-
scope for viewing the skies and he immediately set to work to
make a better one with this amazing new instrument galil-
eo soon convinced himself that in the essentials at least
copernicus had been right he discovered the moons of jupi-
ter circling that great striped planet he noted the phases of
venus examined the craters of the moon and saw proof of
the sun s rotation by the movement of its spots galileo s

countryman giordano bruno agreed with copernicus and
paid with his life how many more errors about the starry
heavens had been passed on through the ages galileo in-
tended to find out

in the meantime far to the north on a tiny island in the
danish sound tycho brahe a dedicated danish astronomer
was making daily astronomical observations at his uraniborgUraniborg
observatory and compiling great quantities of data his as-
sistantsistant johannes kepler learned quickly from his meticu-
lous teacher and soon was contributing fresh insights and
new ideas to the sciencescience of astronomy the data provided by
these observations and by others and the penetrating thought
of men like francis bacon in england and renereng descartes in
france and the lowlands resulted in a multitude of new con-
ceptions and theories concerning the earth and the universe
some believed the planets circled the earth while that entire
complex revolved around the sun others thought that space
was filled with whirlpools of matter carrying the planets and
stars in countless vortices of motion
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into this age of conflict and order of hatred and com-
passion violence and peace reason and superstition the
baroque world of bacon descartes galilgalileoeo richelieu phil-
ip III111 and gustavus adolphus shakespeare milton spinosa
velazquez and rembrandt heveliushedeliusHevelius was born

danzig was the largest city in eastern europe in the sev-
enteenthenteenth century it was a bustling trading center especially
in grain which it supplied for much of europe danzig had
always been an important seaport ever sincesince its linkage with
the towns of the hanseatic league during the late middle
ages it was taken by the teutonic knights in 1308 and re-
mained in their hands for 150 years but in 1466 after a long
and bloody war it was returned to polish authority king
casimir IV of the famous jagiellanJagiel lan dynasty rewarded dan-
zig ss loyalty witihwitch local autonomy under the jagiellansJagiel lans dan-
zig flourished in 1492 some 26000 tons of grain were ex-
ported from the port during the next century the size and
prosperity of the city grew rapidly by the seventeenth cen-
tury it had some 60000 people and exported an average of
175000 tons of grain annually

there were many merchants in danzig and it is not sur-
prising that johannes father who was a fairly well to do
brewer expected his son to follow a business career in spite
of parental discouragement heveliushedeliusHevelius early developed an en-
thusiasmthusiasm for mathematics and under the guidance of the as-
tronomertronomer peter kriiger a fascination for the stars at the
age of nineteen heveliushedeliusHevelius was sent to the west to study and
travel he spent the next four years inin germany holland
england france and italy learning much from observation
and tutelage and becoming acquainted with the greatest sci-
entists of the time including jacob usher samuel harlib
peter gassendiGas sendi athanasius kircher and galileo but the un-
controllable ravages of the thirty years war into which
europe had blundered made travel in central europe ex-
tremely hazardous and heveliushedeliusHevelius returned to danzig in 1634

throughout this time heveliushedeliusHevelius never lost interest in as-
tronomytr but it was his observation of the eclipse of the sun
on I11 june 1639 that rekindled in him the desire to devote his
life to it he began inin earnest with the help of the newly
developed telescope to make numerous stellar observations
his first interest was the moon and he prepared a series of
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drawings of the various phases of the moon over a period of
a month showing how the details on the moon s surface varied
from day to day 9 he made his observations during the night
and the following day engraved them onto copper plates for
eventual publication not only did heveliushedeliusHevelius map the moon
but he also named many of its physical features some of which
are still used today during the next few years he constructed
the famous stellaburgumStella burgum the finest equipped astronomical
observatory in europe composed of a large platform support-
ing and housing the many instruments which heveliushadheveliushedeliusHeveliusvellus had ac-
quired and built the stellaburgumStellaburgum was supported across the
roofs of heveliushedeliusHevelius three adjoining houses

his next objective was an ambitious project of observation
and mathematical calculation he intended to make a com-
plete catalog of all fixed stars listing their names constella-
tion position individual measurements of brightness position
by ecliptic coordinates that is the angular distances between
stars and positions calculated by meridian altitudes along
with the measurements of earlier observers the value of
such a star catalog was unquestioned for it enabled astrono-
mers to determine if changes were taking place in the con-
stellationsstellations and if so the nature and amount of such changes
it was also valuable inin determining the structure of the solar
system as it provided a series of reference points from which
the movement of the planets could be determined and the
order of their motion calculated the only catalog of the
kind available at the time was tycho brahe s tables which
had been published inin their last edition when heveliushedeliusHevelius was
only sixteen years old heveliushedeliusHevelius had long recognized the need
for a more accurate table of observations and a more extensive
catalog of the fixed stars from that time on his life was de-
voted to this project which he pursued along with countless
other scientific projects with meticulous care and unflagging
patience

by september 1679 thirty eight years after it was begun
the caraCatacatalognacatalognscatalogusCataloglogusns stellarumStel larum Fixarumfzxarum was almost completed and
ready for publication then on the night of september 26
disaster struck heveliushedeliusHevelius homes and the stellaburgumStellaburgum were
consumed in flames very little was saved from the disastrous

for a fuller account of this and heveliushedeliusHevelius life and work see ivan volkoff
ernest franzgrote and A dean larsen johannes hedeliusheveliusHevelius and his catalog
of stars provo 1971 ppap 121812 18
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fire all of his unbound books were burned the instruments
were mostly destroyed including many priceless devices which
heveliushedeliusHevelius had designed and built and most of the bound
books in his library were lost either from the fire or from sub-
sequent vandalism yet miraculously his manuscript of the
cataloguecatalogusCata logus was saved and began a long and eventful journey
across three centuries and two continents from danzig to the
brigham young university library

saddened but undaunted heveliushedeliusHevelius began the task of re-
building his observatory and resuming his stellar studies he
submitted the first part of his cataloguecatalogusCatalogus to the publisher but
unfortunately never lived to see it through he died on his
76th birthday 28 january 1687 heveliushedeliusHevelius wife elizabeth who
had been a great asset to him both as a wife and as a labora-
tory assistant preserved the manuscript of thecatalogustheCatathe cutaCatacuracataloguecataloguslogus until
her own death in 1693 after which it went to her daughter
katharina lange in 1707 katharina s husband sold most of
the remaining manuscripts and four folio volumes of heveliushedeliusHevelius
correspondence these are now located inin the bibliothequebiblioth&que de
1observatoirelobservatoire in paris but the cataloguecatalogusCatalogus remained in the
lange house during the siege of danzig in 1734 near the
end of the bitter war of the polish succession the house was
struck by repeated russian artillery fire great damage was
done to the instruments and to the unbound books but still
the cataloguecatalogusCatalogus survived this second near tragedy

one year later lange put up the rest of the heveliushedeliusHevelius heir
looms for sale all except some few instruments whose
names he did not know and which he therefore could not list
some manuscripts were also mentioned in the sale but some
according to a relative were left behind inin an upper room be-
cause it is so bitter cold there that we cannot look for them
now 10 these manuscripts including the cataloguecatalogusCatalogus were
given to the national historical society of danzig in 1782
there they remained until 1939

in january 1945 the german occupation army in poland
was collapsing before the steady westward advance of the red
army the national historical library was evacuated to a
small village outside of danzig where it was almost totally
destroyed during the last days of fighting miraculously again

jean bernoulli fortgesetzte nachrnacarnachrichtenchtenachten von hevelsflevelsbevels gelehrtemgelehrter nach
lasse monatlicheMonat liche Correspondcorrespondenzcorrespondentenz zur bef5rderundbejorderund der erd und h1112melskundehimmelskundeHimmels kunde
8 1803408101803408180 40810408 10 quoted in volkoff franzgrote and larsen p 62
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the Catadatacataloguelogus survived this time to reappear inin west germany
after the war there it was acquired by ivan volkoff and
adelheid von hohenloheHohen lohe from whom we obtained it as the one
millionth volume for the brigham young university library
here it will stay but not rest for it along with the other
books and manuscripts in this and future BYU libraries will
be used by students and scholars in the never ending quest for
knowledge truth and understanding to which brigham
young university is dedicated



ancient writing in
the americas

PAUL R cheesmanCHRESMAN

people are funny let anyone whom they distrust present
a new concept not yet provable and they will immediately re-
ject it as false and fraudulent then let someone who is re-
spected say the same thing and the response will be positive
A good example of this unfortunate facet of human nature
can be seen inin the reactions of both general and scholarly
circles to claims made by two different men concerning the
nature and origin of ancient writing inin the americas

in 1830 joseph smith stated that the ancient inhabitants
of the western hemisphere were of hebrew origin and that
they had left a number of metallic plates inscribed with their
language a language which helieiteiye was able to translate by the
power of god this claim was considered by most to be purely
nonsensical not only because of disbelief concerning the os-
tensible source of these materials but also because it didndian t
happen to fall within the pale of current archaeological
opinion scientists of the time insisted that the ancient peoples
of north and south america were not of hebrew origin did
not leave a written language and if they had would certainly
not have left it on metal plates

since that time a number of artifacts have been discovered
which seem to substantiate joseph smithsinith s claim but peo-
ple have rather steadfastly refused to accept these artifacts
as proof of the existence of literacy among the pre columbian
americans recently however dr cyrus H gordon of

dr Cheescheesmannian assoclassoilassociateate professor of ancient scripture at brigham young
university and director of the book of mormon institute has spent many
years searching for artifacts in central and south american ruinsruins this article
is based on that research

80
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fig I11 one of the kinderhookKinder hookhooL illinois plates
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brandeis university said that people possibly of jewish
origin may have made transoceanic voyages and landed in
america one thousand years before columbus leaving evi-
dence of their existence on an inscribed stone which was dis-
covered recently in tennessee and named appropriately
enough the tennessee stone 1 although somewhat less assured
in his contention than was joseph smith over a hundred years
earlier dr gordon seems to have said essentially the same
thing the only apparent difference lies in the public and
scholarly responses to the idea as dr gordon s supposition
unlike joseph smith s was greeted with interestandinterinterestestandand belief

after approximately 140 years public and scholarly
opinion are finally beginning to concede the possibility that
writing did indeed exist among the ancient americans while
I1 have been waiting for this shift to occur among those who
don t have the Mornmornionsmormonscormonsionslons

I1 axe to grind I1 have been collecting
every available evidence to support myiny belief in the existence
of such writing my own findings and the findings of others
not only establish the fact that writing did exist in ancient
america but they also indicate that metal plates were fre-
quently used as a medium for thistin s writing and that the writings
themselves often denote old world specifically hebrew
origins

although the existence of writing inin the eastern hemi-
sphere has been traced as far back as 3000 BC claims for
the existence of writing inin ancient america began so far as
we know with joseph smith inin 1830 for the most part
archaeologists in america have found it necessary to rely on
non written artifacts in order to reconstruct the family life
government and religious beliefs of the ancestors of the ameri-
can indian the only other sources of information concerning
these people have been the writings of the early spanish
chroniclers and the observations of indians who upon becom-
ing literate recorded the oral traditions and legends of their
fathers

joseph smith s 1830 declaration then was archaeologicallyarchaeologically
significant not only for the american continent where it was
assumed that no ancient written language existed but also for
the entire world because ancient writings had never before
been found on metal plates since that time however hun

san diego union monday 9 october 1970
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fig 2 one of the arizona tablets fig 4 the metcalf stone

fiafigflafi 3 newspaper rodrock near monticello utah
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dredsdeeds of examples of writing on metal plates have been dis-
covered 2 in addition writings in various forms linear sym-
bols glyphsglyphis alphabet picture have been found in all parts
of america on a variety of mediums ranging from stone tablets
to crude forms of paper

As early as 1842 nine men signed an affidavit which at-
tested to the discovery of six bell shaped metal plates with
writing on them at kinderhook illinois 3 these have conse-
quently been called the kinderhook plates see fig 1

A pamphlet written and distributed inin 1878 declared the
authenticity of the cincinnati tablet a tablet found in
1841 containing some pictoglyphic symbols it is five inches
long three inches wide and about one half inch thick 4

in 1952 the arizona state museum acquired two quarter
inch thick slabs of very hard quartzitic sandstone which had
peculiar signs carved on their surfaces both stones were found
at a ruin on the south side of the animas river opposite the
settlement of flora vista new mexico and both appear to
have come from a cave site rather than from an open area
the find was made before 1910 and the slabs themselves
have been dated at approximately 1100 AD based on an
association analysis with potsherdspotsherds they are still housed in
the arizona state museum where I1 saw them the writing on
the tablets is a picture and glyph combination which interest-
ingly enough includes a pictographic elephant see fig 2

pictoglyphs and petroglyphspetroglyphy are pictorial symbols which
record certain events and provide another method of communi-
cation examples of this form of writing are found throughout
the southwestern united states many interpretations of the
symbols are available however no key exists which provides
exact definitions for all these colorful character glyph writings

see fig 3

besides numerous finds in the southwest a number of
other artifacts have been unearthed in areas as widely diverse
as michigan and the southern states in 1966 for instance

scurtis wright metallic documents of antiquity BYU studies 10
summer 19704571970 457 see also footnote of wright s article which refers to hugh

nibley since cumorah p 251 and helen mcclee inscriptions in the classi-
cal collection bulletin of the metropolitan museum of art 19 19241671924167

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saintssalnis
ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret book co 1949 5372775372 77

robert clarke the prehistoricpre historic remains cincinnati 1876
manuscripts 21 summer 1969
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mr manfred metcalf discovered a stone inin georgia which
was called to the attention of the columbus museum of arts
and crafts mr mahan of the museum worked on the met-
calf stone and concluded that the inscriptions were produced
by the yuchi indians who maintained oral legends which
implied a transoceanic origin mahan s research placed the
arrival of the yuchi tribe from the mediterranean near the
middle of the second milleniummillennium BC see fig 4 dr cyrus
gordon joined the metcalf stone researchers and concurred
with mahan s theory about a possible connection between
the inscriptions on the stone and the aegean linear script
dr gordon made further news recently by expressing the
bold opinion that the phoeniciansPhoenicians had at one time landed in
brazil and left inscriptions on what is now called the parahybaParahyba
stone 6

other areas of the south have been fruitful inin producing
written artifacts of pre columbian america stephen peet
for example has reported the finding of hieroglyphics on tab-
lets near the banks of the mississippi river as well as the
discovery of picture writing in tennessee in the 1890s 7 recent
publicity has been given to the bat creek stone also found in
tennessee london county this engraved stone was dis-
covered in 1885 during a smithsonian mound exploration
program under the direction of professor cyrus thomas the
recent publicity was due to the fact that the irrepressible dr
gordon examined this stone as well and suggested that the
inscription was made between 70 AD and 135 AD and that
the language on the stone could be linked with the roman
empire during the first and second centuries AD 8 see fig
5

other southern artifacts include the grave creek and wil-
son tablets located in west virginia which have long been
controversial objects and which contain characters considered
to be phoenician libyan celtibericceltiberiaCeltiberic and runic 9

the northern united states has likewise contributed evi-
dence in support of pre columbian written language theories

cyrus H gordon before columbus new york crown publishers inc
1971 ppap 11927119 27

stephen peet prehistoric amerlamericaca 2 vols chicago office of the ameri-
can antiqantiaantiquarianuarianaarian 1892 14445144 45 374574

science 2 may 1971141619711416197114 16

western reserve historical society tracts 9 february 1872
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at neward ohio a man by the name of wyrick discovered
two stones which were covered with old hebrew inscriptions
and M E cornell has published an undated manuscript at
battle creek michigan which contains several drawings of
caskets and tablets found in the vicinity of wyman michigan
many of these objects have inscriptions on them 10 in addition
the january 1969 edition of science digest reports the finding
of runic messages on stones discovered in kensington minne-
sota poteau oklahoma bourne massachusetts and the prov-
ince of nova scotia

this impressive not to say convincing catalog of north
american finds may be equalledequal led if not surpassed by a similar
listing of artifacts uncovered inin central and south america
hieroglyphics cut into stone were part of the mayan culture
and inscriptions on the lintelslinkels of buildings in chichen itza
as well as the tablets at palenque and the stelae or stone
slabs of tikal explain certain calendrical and astronomical
hieroglyphics see figs 6 7 and 8

recently a roller stamp from tlatilco mexico was found
bearing clay designs which formed three registers with se-
quences of arbitrary symbols that could very well have been
part of a writing system among the ancestors of the american
indian specifically of the olmecolmed culture see fig 9 11

in 1968 1I was viewing a private pre columbian artifact
collection in lima peru hanging on the wall was a thin gold
plaque that bore an interesting embossed design which upon
closer observation revealed eight distinct symbols this plate
has sincesince been examined by several experts throughout the
united states and has undergone neutron xrayX ray and specto
graphic analysis to determine its coincorncompositionposition it was found
to be ninety percent gold although some have labeled this
plate a fake others are less skeptical and studies to determine
its authenticity continue A comparison of the markings from
this plate with certain characters from an ancient old world
text the cupritecypriteCyprite taken from a study by luige palma cresnolachesnolaCresnola
reveals striking similarities see fig 10

in january of 1970 1I learned of the existence of seven
inscribed metal plates belonging to a catholic priest in ecuaacua

J ralston skinner key to the hebrew egyptian mystery inin the sources
of measures p 55

SEHA nehsNewsnewsletterleller 1120
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fig 5 the tennessee stone
fig 6 hieroglyphshieroglyphy on a lintel of a

nunnery at chichen itza mexico

fig 7 hieroglyphshieroglyphy on a stone at tikal guatemala

ag1g 8 hieroglyphshieroglyphy on a stone in guatemala
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dor who for many years has been collecting artifacts from
indians inin surrounding areas I1 visited this gentleman shortly
after and secured photographs of the plates six of copper and
one of an alloy of copper gold and zinc or tin see fig 11

tests and analyses to establish the authenticity or invalidity
of these plates will take many months or even years but the
prospects at this point are encouraging

on 17 may 1960 a UPI report released by the colombian
anthropology commission printed in the cuban newspaper
information stated that hebrew and chinese letter characters
had been found in the la macarena mountain range ten
years later the miami herald reported the finding of mayan
like hieroglyphics in a cave on the dutch antilles island of
bonaire

paper was also a notable medium for writing in ancient
america montezuma reportedly kept his revenue records on
books which were made of a type of paper called amati and
the toltecs mixtecs zapotecszapoteco and totonacototonacsTotonacs were also known
to have had paper and writing 12

furthermore a type of paper has been found and dated
back to the pre columbian period of mexican history it is

currently on display in the anthropological museum in mexico
city in 1968 thomas stuart ferguson discovered a scroll of
paperlike material with inked characters inscribed on it in
his book the first americans nd G H S bushnell dis-
cusses the findings of manuscripts painted on barkclothbarmclothbarkcloth which
was then sized with lime and screen folded these manuscripts
are called codices and contain bar and dot numerals and other
glyphsglyphis the various codices on display in major museums
have been declared to be a very stylized form of writing and
certain pictographic representations in the new world codex
vaticanusVaticanus one of the remaining new world manuscripts
have been interpreted to include the characters of adam and
eve cain abel and a serpent see fig 12

perhaps the most interesting discoveries in the search for
pre columbian writings have been the inscriptions on bowls
found near guadalajara mexico see fig 13 and the
artifacts found inin peru which depict mochica couriers carrying
small sacks apparently containing incised lima beans painted

12vivictorctoractor wolfgang von hagen the ancient sun kingdoms of the ameriameramezamerl t
cas new york world publishing co 1961 p 38
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a b
fig 9 cylinder seal from tlatilco mexico

fig 10 A peruvian gold plate fig I111I1 A copper plate from equador
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fig 13 A bowl found near Guadalguadalajaraaara mexico

fig 12 A drawing of a pictograph glyph inin the codex

with strange markings other painted pottery portrays men
studying such beans it is supposed that these persons were
decoders and that the markings were some form of communi-
cation

As the results of this study have indicated scholars were
apparently too hasty in claiming that there was no writing
among the ancient inhabitants of the new world as they
were equally hasty in scoffing at the idea of possible hebraic
origins and the use of metal as an instrument for the preser-
vation of written language consequently joseph smith s

account of reading inscriptions on golden plates does not
sound so farfetched today as it did many years ago



wisdom philosophy
in the holy bible

DAVID H YARN JR

diogenes laertiusLaertius one of the principal sources of infor-
mation about ancient philosophers in his important work
lives and opinions of the eminent philosophers informs us
as follows concerning the origin of the word philosophy

pythagoras was the first person who invented the term
philosophy and who called himself a philosopher for
he said that no man ought to be called wise but only god
for formerly what is now called philosophy ptxoocxpcaylxoawla
was called wisdom aoyaaboyaocxpca and they who professed
it were called wise men amyotaoyotoopodoopoi as being endowed
with great acuteness and accuracy of mind but now he who
embraces wisdom is called a philosopher plxoocxpocylx6aopor

from the quotation we may emphasize the following 1 1

what in diogenes s day was called philosophy was previously
called wisdom 2 pythagoras invented the term philosophy

love of wisdom and the term philosopher one who loves
wisdom 3 pythagoras invented those words because he
said that no man ought to be called wise but only god

the primary significance of these matters to the subject
of this discussion is diogenes s indication that philosophy had
become equated with wisdom and that wisdom had been iden-
tified with god

through the centuries of our western intellectual heritage
philosophy has meant different things to different people but
perhaps to the majority if not to all having a technical ac-
quaintance with it it has had two principal functions usually

dr yarn professor of philosophy and former dean of the college of rel-
igious

re-
giousli instructioninstruction at brbrighami ghamaham young university has published widely in
churchhurch and scholarly pubpublicationslicationslocationslicati ons one of his latest publications is peace
whither in to the glory of god mormon essays on great issues
deseret book 1972

diogenes laertiusLaertius the lives and opinionsOpin lonsions of eminent philosophers C D
yonge trans ppap 9109 10 london george bell & sons 1891
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analysis and synthesis both functions are important although
some may emphasize analysis and others synthesis and still
others a balanced relationship between the two and there
is no doubt that as a consequence of the employment of these
philosophic endeavors the life values of men past and present
have been scrutinized and were and are more sound wise
than they would have otherwise been that is the assumption
has been and still is that philosophic inquiry implies and
hopefully produces if not wisdom at least some reasonable
and useful facsimile thereof

inasmuch as philosophy historically has been equated
with wisdom or at least presumed to have some inherent
identification with wisdom it would perhaps be appropriate
and not without some benefit to examine the word wisdom
as it appears in one important historical document the holy
bible

assuming the author has not missed his count the word
wisdom appears 180 times in the old testament and 53
times in the new testament for a total of 233 times in the
bible prima facie this may suggest that wisdom as reflected
by the frequency of the use of that word was of greater con-
cern to the writers of the old testament than to the writers
of the new testament but in view of the relative sizes of the
two testaments in one of the author s bibles the word wisdom
appears on the average of every 6.26262 pages in the old testa-
ment and once every 6.46464 pages in the new testament by
far the most frequent use of the word wisdom is in the book
of proverbs where it appears 54 times that is one more time
than it appears inin the entire new testament of the books
of the new testament wisdom appears with the greatest fre-
quency in 1 corinthians 18 times however although the
word was used many times in these two particular books its
use was not restricted to only a few writers wisdom is found
in 16 books of the old testament and in 12 books of the new
testament

for the student of philosophy perhaps it is most inter-
esting and directly relevant to attempt to determine what
constitutes the full content of the meaning of the word wisdom
from its use in the bible according to the author s colleague
professor keith meservy what is essentially the word wisdom
translates from the old testament hebrew word khokhmah
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nnqdnD n more familiar is the word sophia
T r

ana00451awaonaa from the greek commonly used in the new
testament which of course is one of the root words of
philosophicphilosophiaphilosophia or our english word philosophy inasmuch as the
words khokhmah and sophia from the old and new testa-
ments respectively each essentially mean what the english
word wisdom means it is necessary in order to determine the
specific content of the meaning of those words to examine
the contexts in which they occur in order to discover either
explicit meanings or meanings by associations

this examination of what may be called the wisdom
passages of the bible will suggest five classifications or cate-
gories for identifying the contents of wisdom as it is defined
or described in the bible that is wisdom in the bible de-
notes 1 craft skills 2 fine arts skills and knowledge of
animate nature 3 instruction in morals 4 knowledge of
god and 5 righteousness

craft skills two of the passages which illustrate this
dimension of the content of wisdom are found in the books
of exodus and I11 kings

them hath he filled with wisdom of heart to work all
manner of work of the engraver and of the cunning work-
man and of the embroiderer in blue and in purple in
scarlet and in fine linen and of the weaver even of them
that do any work and of those that devise cunning work

exodus 3535.353555355555
he was a widow s son of the tribe naphtali and his

father was a man of tyre a worker in brass and he was
filled with wisdom and understanding and cunning to work
all works in brass and he came to king solomon and
wrought all his work 1 I1 kings 714.714714

these passages identify wisdom as the ability to work all
manner of work and mention the following specific skills
engraving embroideringembroider ing in blue in purple in scarlet and
in fine linen weaving and cunning to work all works in
brass

fingpinefineflug arts skills and knowledge of animate nature A pas-
sage in the book of I11 kings describing king solomon s great
wisdom best illustrates these aspects of wisdom

and he spake three thousand proverbs and his songs
were a thousand and five

and he spake of trees from the cedar tree that is in leb
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anon even unto the hyssop that springethspringettspri ngeth out of the wall he
spake also of beasts and of fowl and of creeping things
and of fishes 1 I1 kings 43245233452534523545255452432334323543235.43233.3533

solomon s wisdom in these matters is described as having
excelled the wisdom of all the children of the east country

and all the wisdom of egypt 1 kings 430.430450
instruction in morals three rather typical passages which

identify wisdom with instruction in morals are found in the
book of proverbs

to know wisdom and instruction to perceive the words
of understanding

to receive the instruction of wisdom justice and judg-
ment and equity

to give subtilty to the simple to the young man knowl-
edge and discretion advisement

A wise man will hear and will increase learning and a
man of understanding shall attain unto wise counsels prov-
erbs 125.12512 5

he that refusethrefuseth instruction correction despisethdespiseth his
own soul but he that heareth obeyethobeyeth reproof gettethzetteth
understanding possessethpossesseth a heart

the fear of the lord is the instruction of wisdom and
before honour is humility proverbs 153233.1532331532 33

the rod and reproof give wisdom but a child left to
himself bringethbringeth his mother to shame proverbs 2915.2915

in these verses we find wisdom associated with justice
judgment equity knowledge discretion understanding and
receiving reproof in general we are told that receiving in-
structionst on these things makes one wise whereas refusing
it is a contradiction of basic human propensity and need

knowledge of god some of the most stirring passages in
the bible which explicate the content of the word wisdom as
used in that holy book identify wisdom as or with knowledge
of god

so that thou incline thine ear unto wisdom and apply
thine heart to understanding

yea if thou criest after knowledge and liftest up thy
voice for understanding

if thou seerestseekest her as silver and searsearcheschest for her as for
hid treasures

then shalt thou understand the fear of the lord and
find the knowledge of god

for the lord giveth wisdom out of his mouth cometh
knowledge and understanding
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he layethlabeth up sound wisdom fforor the righteous he isis a
buckler to them that walk uprightly proverbs 227.22722227 7

this passage reminds one of the wonderful exhortation of
the lord when he bade his followers to hunger and thirst after
righteousness and promised that if they would do so they
would be filled with the holy ghost 53 nephi 12d126
matthew 56.5656 notice again the essence of the passage in
proverbs if you incline the ear apply the heart cry after
lift up voice for seek search you will find the knowledge
of god for the lord giveth wisdom

the fear of the lord is the beginning of wisdom and
the knowledge of the holy isis understanding proverbs
910.910glogio

in whom the father and the christ are hid all the
treasures of wisdom and knowledge colossians 23.2323

if any of you lack wisdom let him ask of god that
giveth to all men liberally and upbraidethupbraideth not and it shall
be given him james 15.1515

this last verse should be of particular interest to the latter
day saint student of philosophy inasmuch as it was the study
of this verse by the young boy and future prophet joseph
smith which ignited his faith and provided the final moti-
vation to seclude himself in what we now call the sacred
grove where he received what we reverently identify as the
first vision note that this verse which is vitally related to
the opening of the last dispensation of the gospel of jesus
christ is an invitation to man to seek wisdom and in re-
sponse to joseph smith s having sought wisdom he received
that magnificent vision in which he saw the heavenly father
and jesus christ the redeemer as two distinct personages
gaining fundamental knowledge of god which had previously
been lost to the world

for the jews require a sign and the greeks seek after
wisdom

but we preach christ crucified unto the jews a stum
blingblockbling block and unto the greeks foolishness

but unto them which are called both jews and greeks
christ the power of god and the wisdom of god 1 I1
corinthians 12224.1222412212224 24

but of him god are ye in christ jesus who of god is
made unto us wisdom and righteousness and santificationsanctification
and redemption 1 corinthians 130.130130150
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in these verses the apostle paul characterizes the christ
as that wisdom which men should seek for a provision from
god which may work a discomfort upon the unconverted

righteousness perhaps there are more wisdom passages
whose context suggests that real wisdom for man has to do
with his living a righteous life than any others some typical
illustrations of righteousness as the meaning of the word
wisdom are found in the following scriptures

behold I1 have taught you statutes and judgments even
as the lord my god commanded me that ye should do so in
the land whither ye go to possess it

keep therefore and go do them fforor this is your wisdom
and your understanding inin the sight of the nations which
shall hear all these statutes and say surely this great nation
is a wise and understanding people deuteronomy 456.45645456 6

and unto man he said behold the ffearear of the lord
that isis wisdom and to depart from evil is understanding
job 2828.2828

the fear of the lord is the beginning of wisdom a good
understanding have all they that do his commandments
his praise endureth for ever psalm 11110.11110

when pride cometh then cometh shame but with the
lowly is wisdom

the integrity of the upright shall guide them but the
perverseness of transgressors shall destroy them proverbs
1123.1123112 3

she the virtuous woman openeth her mouth with wis-
dom and in her tongue is the law of kindness proverbs
3126.31265126

here then we see wisdom identified with the lowly with
humility with departing from evil with the integrity of the
upright with the kindness of the virtuous woman and with
a good understanding which is a product of keeping the com-
mandmentsmandments summarily we are told to keep and do the
statutes and judgments of god for this is your wisdom

thus as we consider the uses of the word wisdom as it ap-
pears in the old and new testaments we discover that al-
though there are a few instances where the word represents
the skills of various crafts literary skills and knowledge of
objects in nature predominantly it is associated with in-
structionst in morals knowing god explicityexplicitly jesus christ I1 and
righteousness of life
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in view of these contents attributed to wisdom it is under-
standablestandable why it is valued so highly and receives the praise
found in many passages such as the following

wisdom is better than weapons of war ecclesiastes
918.918918

wisdom is better than strength ecclesiastes 916.916916gig

then I1 saw that wisdom excellethexcel leth folly as far as light
excellethexcel leth darkness ecclesiastes 213.213213215

my son eat thou honey because it is good and the
honeycomb which is sweet to thy taste

so shall the knowledge of wisdom be unto thy soul
when thou hast found it then there shall be a reward and
thy expectation shall not be cut off proverbs 241314.2413142413 14

no mention shall be made of coral or of pearls for the
price of wisdom is above rublesrubies job 2818.2818

wisdom is the principal thing therefore get wisdom
and with all thy getting get understanding proverbs 47.4747

for the merchandise of it is better than the merchandise
of silver and the gain thereof than fine gold

she is more precious than rubies and all the things thou
canstcanet desire are not to be compared unto her proverbs
31415.3141531431415 15

in these passages as in others previously cited we not
only discover the high value placed upon wisdom but also ob-
serve the frequent occurrence of the words knowledge and
understanding in context with the word wisdom A similar
passage is exodus 3531 in which we find and he hath
filled him with the spirit of god in wisdom in understanding
and in knowledge and in all manner of workmanship it
might be suggested that in all passages of this kind the close-
ly allied intentions of the words are obvious and some inter-
preters may even think of such passages as manifesting es-
sentiallysentially nothing more than a literary parallelism however
there are some passages where the verbs used in conjunction
with these nouns suggest distinctions for example

the lord by wisdom hath founded the earth by under-
standing hath he established the heavens

by his knowledge the depths are broken up and clouds
drop down the dew proverbs 31920.3192031931920 20

wisdom and understanding both seem to be used in the
sense of judgment and decision having to do more with what
we may think of as intelligence or a directing kind of force
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or influence whereas knowledge seems to be used to suggest
the instrumental function or active agent

another interesting passage which illustrates this principle
of distinction perhaps containing even an implicit principle
of gradation at least it is certainly subject to such interpre-
tation is found in jeremiah 1012

he hath made the earth by his power he hath established
the world by his wisdom and hath stretched out the heavens
by his discretion see also jeremiah 5115.5115

in jeremiah 5115 the word understanding is used instead
of discretion

established the world by his wisdom may be construed
to suggest that the reason for the world s being organized lies
in god s wisdom stretched out the heavens by his discretion
or understanding may be conceived to suggest the plan or
pattern of arrangement of things and finally made the
earth by his power seems to specify the active force in bring-
ing things into that arrangement so although wisdom
knowledge and understanding are often used in conjunction
with each other at times almost as synonyms or in parallel
form to at least suggest different facets of a given thing on
occasion they suggest functionally different aspects of god
and of man

another dimension of the examination of wisdom in the
scriptures may be called the distinction or contrast between
earthly wisdom and heavenly wisdom A very familiar proph-
ecy having to do with the restoration of the gospel which con-
trasts the work of god with the wisdom of men is found in
isaiah

therefore behold I1 will proceed to do a marvelous
work among this people even a marvelous work and a
wonder for the wisdom of their wisewise men shall perish and
the understanding of their prudent men shall be hid isaiah
2914.29142914

isaiah thrusts a profound and forceful warning to man to
avoid selfishness and overconfidence in his own wisdom and
knowledge

for thou hast trusted in thy wickedness thou hast said
none seeth me thy wisdom and thy knowledge it hath
perverted thee and thou hast said in thine heart I1 am and
none else beside me isaiah 4710.4710
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this is an insightful example of the concept that stubborn
concern for self only none seeth me 1 I am and none else
beside me is a perversion and that human wisdom and hu-
man knowledge alone do not give one sufficient perspective
thy wisdom and thy knowledge it hath perverted thee

another interesting warning to man regarding his wisdom
is found in the word of the lord through his prophet ezekiel
in the form of a lamentation for the king of tyre after re-
minding the king of his former righteousness wisdom beauty
and wealth and a recounting of certain matters the lord
said

thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty thou
hast corrupted thy wisdom by reason of thy brightness

RSV splendor I1 will cast thee to the ground I1 will lay
thee before kings that they may hold thee ezekiel
2817.2817

this verse suggests that the root problem for the king of
tyre was his pride that he was lifted up because of his
beauty the part of the verse which is more relevant to the
present discussion is that in which the lord says thou hast
corrupted thy wisdom by reason of thy brightness RSV
splendor not only the authorized version but also the
inspired version and the jewish publication society of ameri-
ca s translation use the word brightness but splendor is used
in the revised standard version the confraternity version
and the jerusalem bible the underlying concept of either
brightness or splendor is shining or illumination and the
lord said the king s wisdom had been corrupted by his bright-
ness or shining or illumination in considering the warning
implicit in this lamentation to the king of tyre we recall
another individual even more powerful whose brilliance was
not enough to save him whose very name means light bring
ing or light bearer his name is lucifer

the lord warns men against overconfidence inin human
wisdom and contrasts what we may call earthly wisdom and
heavenly wisdom in the new testament as well

for after that in the wisdom of god the world by wis-
dom knew not god it pleased god by the foolishness of
preaching to save them that believe 1 corinthians 121.121

perhaps the translation in the new english bible is even
more clear it reads
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As god in his wisdom ordained the world failed to find
him by its wisdom and he chose to save those who have
faith by the folly of the gospel 1 corinthians 121.121

the apostle paul makes the distinction more emphatically
in 1 corinthians where he says

and my speech and my preaching was not with enticing
words of mans wisdom but in demonstration of the spirit
and of power

that your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men
but in the power of god 1 corinthians 245.24524245 5

now we have received not the spirit of the world but
the spirit which is of god that we might know the things
that are freely given to us of god

which things also we speak not in the words which
man s wisdom teachethteacheth but which the holy ghost teachethteacheth
comparing spiritual things with spiritual

but the natural man receivethreceiveth not the things of the
spirit of god for they are foolishness unto him neither can
he know them because they are spiritually discerned 1

corinthians 21214.21214212 14

minimally there the three things here which must be
reiterated first paul s contrast between the enticing words
of man s wisdom and the demonstration of the spirit and
power of god second man s faith should not stand in the
wisdom of men but in the power of god and third the
natural man who knows only the wisdom of men cannot
know the things of god because they can only be discerned
spiritually

the apostle james also distinguishes heavenly from earthly
wisdom but his focus is quite different from that of the
apostle paul although in no way contradictory in james we
read

who is a wisewise man and enduedensued with knowledge among
you let him shew out of a good conversation his works with
meekness of wisdom

but if ye have bitter envying and strife in your hearts
glory not and lie not against the truth

this wisdom descendethdescendeth not from above but is earthly
sensual devilish

for where envying and strife is there is confusion and
every evil work

but the wisdom that isis from above is first pure then
peaceable gentle and easy to be intreated full of mercy
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and good fruits without partiality wrangwranglinglingl and without
hypocrisy

and the fruit of righteousness is sown in peace of them
that make peace james 31318.3131831351518 18

in this passage from james not only do we find him dis-
tinguishing earthly wisdom from heavenly wisdom as such
but also introducing another facet of wisdom which we have
not considered previously namely the product or fruit of wis-
dom the following passages suggest some of the products of
wisdom

say unto wisdom thou art my sister and call undunder-
standing

er
thy kinswoman

that they may keep thee from the strange woman from
the stranger which flatterethflattereth with her words proverbs
745.74574745 5

happy is the man that findethlindeth wisdom and the man
that gettethzetteth understanding proverbs 313.313

her wisdom s ways are ways of pleasantness and all
her paths are peace

she is a tree of life to them that lay hold upon her and
happy is every one that retainethretaineth her proverbs 31718.3171831751718 18

keep sound wisdom and discretion

then shalt thou walk in thy way safely and thy foot
shall not stumble

when thou liest down thou shalt not be afraid yea
thou shalt lie down and thy sleep shall be sweet

be not afraid of sudden fear neither of the desolation of
the wicked when it cometh

for the lord shall be thy confidence and shall keep thy
foot from being taken proverbs 321 2326.23262326252623 26

ecclesiastes the preacher author of perhaps the most pessi-
mistic book in the bible and perhaps in all scripture mentions
what might be regarded as a negative note to the products or
fruits of wisdom

for inin much wisdom is much grief and he that in
creasethcreaseth knowledge increasethincreaseth sorrow ecclesiastes 118.118

however the preacher later states

for wisdom is a defence and money is a defence but
the excellency of knowledge is that wisdom giveth life to
them that have it ecclesiastes 712.712

or as is rendered in the revised standard version
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for the protection of wisdom is like the protection of
money and the advantage of knowledge is the wisdom that
preserves the life of him who has it

the products of wisdom are further described in these pas-
sages

my son let nnotnoiotthemottherthem depart from thine eyes keep sound
wisdom and discretion

so shall they be life unto i y soul and grace to thy neck
proverbs 321321225212232122.3212222

for whosochoso findethlindeth me wisdom findethlindeth life and shall
obtain favour of the lord

but he that sinnethkinneth against me wrongethwrongeth his own soul
all they that hate me love death proverbs 835835368553683536.8353636

exalt her wisdom and she shall promote thee she
shall bring thee to honour when thou dost embrace her

she shall give to thine head an ornament of grace a
crown of glory shall she deliver to thee proverbs 489.48948489 9

thus the fruits of wisdom include protection from the
flattering words which would draw one into immorality
happiness ways of pleasantness paths of peace freedom from
fear sleep that is sweet confidence from the lord are a
tree of life and life unto the soul and include possibly
the most far reaching promise of all though some interpreters
may regard it as strictly poetic or metaphorical which is con-
sistent with the promises of the lord in other revelations re-
garding exaltation wisdom shall give to thine head an orna-
ment of grace a crown of glory shall she deliver to thee

proverbs 49.4949

beginning with the etymological fact that philosophy means
love of wisdom and that philosopher means one who loves wis-
dom and the teaching of diogenes laertiusLaertius that pythagoras
coined them because no man ought to be called wise but
only god we have examined the word wisdom as it is used in
the holy bible

the word appears with almost identical frequency in the
two testaments and in slightly less than half of the books of
each there is a limited use of the word to denote skill in
various crafts and skill in literary arts and knowledge of the
natural world predominantly wisdom denotes instruction in
morals knowledge of god specifically jesus christ and
righteousness of life consistent with this meaning we are
told that wisdom is of greater value than silver or fine gold
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more precious than rubies and that all things that can be
desired are not to be compared to it proverbs 31415.3141531451415 15
heavenly god s wisdom is distinguished from earthly

man s wisdom and men are warned against trusting in their
own wisdom and knowledge finally the higher wisdom
that which can be known only through the spirit and power
of god is peaceable gentle easy to be intreatedtreateduntreatedin full of
mercy and good fruits without partiality wrangling and
without hypocrisy james 31718317 18 and gives happiness
peace freedom from fear sleep that is sweet and is life unto
the soul
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THREE BOOKS OF POETRY BY UTAH POETS

reviewed by elouise bell instructor of english at brigham
young university miss bell a poet in her own right teaches
creative writing at BYU she was utah s outstanding
young woman in 1970.1970

GALE TAMPICO BOYD the lost the found privately pub-
lished 1971 77 ppap 2952952.95

the distinctive characteristic that bursts through the poems
of gale tampico boyd is a rich aggressive vitality this vi-
tality isis expressed both in the content and inin the form of the
poems the result isis a potpourri into which the reader may
dip at will and be sure of coming up with something new
each time

of course any potpourri isis a risk vitality by its very nature
results in an occasional missmiss an excess or an experiment that
fails not all of the poems inin Ms boyd s collection are
equally effective let us examine a few of the problems be-
fore going on to the many successes

nature poetry is always a challenge to write nature like
love is inin itself a very powerful subject before the poem is
even written the content is loaded with emotional freight
then too many of us not only respond deeply to nature but
identify with it see our own emotions symbolized and paral-
leled in it because of this many poets fail to create nature
poetry which does its own work instead they paint frag-
mental wisps which may bear a significant personal meaning
but which do not function as full fledged poems of their
own because the personal meaning does not become in any
sense universal the magnificence of nature itself and the
magnificence of the emotions aroused inin a poet do not auto

104
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maticallyvaticallymatically guarantee a magnificent poem Ms boyd needs
to examine exactly what it is she is attempting in her nature
poetry and then make sure that the poems themselves achieve
these ends

now a word about words they are the poet s tools and
naturally he is constantly experimenting to see what he can
do with them such experimentation is a vital part of the
poet s discipline but many attempts will fail many words
simply will not work in certain ways however delightful a
certain word may seem if it does not work as a window if
it does not allow the reader to see through it to the meaning
and total content of the poem then the word must go occa-
sionallysionally Ms boyd uses words so self consciously that the
poem is damaged witness the phrase

your transparent gauze of hair
that idles on the pillow where
my vision progresses

transparent gauze though chancy can work but idles
cannot the verb implies a contrast of animated movement
possibly an adjective form might work idle hair but to
animate hair so that it has the possibility of idling is to com-
mit the pathetic fallacy to no purpose one can see what Ms
boyd was reaching for but the choice was wrong pro-
gresses is likewise amiss in this context

Ms boyd occasionally tries too hard reaches too far only
rarely does she err in the other direction towards the cliche
in the convent in spring she does falter making a stale
nun penguin comparison

there are other problems the whole tone of awaiting
birth seems wrong for instance one can applaud humor
in such a situation but not cuteness but the delights of
this collection far outnumber and outweigh the failings

one of the delights is snow desert a strong original
poem

thin layers of iceice
seal mud puddles into shiny scabs on lacerated
pavement and people walk carefully on the healed
surfaces

another untitled desert poem works beautifubeautibeautieubeautifullyfullyliyily blistered
with starsthestars the desert skysalvessky salves itsitselfelfeif with dark heat I1 am
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at a loss however to explain the poet s purpose in shifting
the whole tone of this fine poem in the closing line which is
a superficial parody oh to be inin finlandnowFinland now that sum-
mer s here that s good light verse but inappropriate here

the fun house manikin s lover isis typical of the imagi-
nation and resourcefulness gale boyd shows in her best poems

the fun house manikin s lover
slumps at east between tours
pounds of suspended plastic
with padded paunch
and face of welded jello

one of the strongest poems inin the collection is the
invalid

I1 accept their sad sighs
as careless howling hymns
hollow as atrairair that passes ffromrom frigid
places their faces those faces rigid
with practiced pity pretending to cry
all warmth that comes from cold lips isis a lie

in addition to the clear unobstructed movement of the
poem and its perfect control of tone one admires the skillful
use of meter and rime subtle yet supportive from first to
last

certainly with the lost the found we have only the
debut of a rich multifaceted talent that will continue to de-
velop and produce inin the years ahead

CHARIS SOUTHWELL collected poems of charlscharis southwell
new york exposition press 1972 62 ppap 3005003.00300

charischartscharls southwell a graduate cumcunicundumi laude of brigham young
university died at the age of twenty nine while still devel-
oping her poetic talents her collected poems therefore con-
tains pieces of varying quality but among them are several
of lasting value which we are fortunate to have permanently
preserved

the poems take various directions somesornesoine relatively stylized
and elaborate in the manner of the now old new critics
most much more direct and open inin the contemporary mode
to this reviewer the latter seem more successful for in
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stance in snowed in a family awaits christmas in the
country the snow is high there is a chance the advancing
snow plow may reach them in time for them to have a con-
ventionalventional christmas complete with store bought presents there
isis a chance it may not the atmosphere is perfectly rendered
balanced between the two possible futures the fulcrum of
the poem is the sound of the nearing snow plow a mixed
blessing which causes the narrator to ponder what might
have cocomeme of one more solitary morningsilentmorning Silent dark and
waiting understated yet fully accessible the emotions of
the poem are created by the poem itself

the power of the unembroidered style is evident in another
poem untitled which begins

I1 have this small spare gratitude to give
hardly there for all your care

though this poem like several others echoes strongly
of hopkins cummings and even emily dickinson it retains
a freshness of its own

lest these mentions of simplicity suggest a poverty of style
be assured that Ms southwick s poems are poetry not merely
rearranged prose the poet knew well and was becoming
skillful in the special uses of the poetic line listen to the
first stanza of our family

the sweet dreams of the warm evening
brush aside the whispswhisks of years
and bring us close again
in arms of thought
and a touch of tears
remembering the bright noisy love that filled our house
the never quiet unrelenting clang and call and song

no culture ever has too many serious poets and the mor-
mon subculturesub culture has never had enough charischartscharls southwell s

early death is a loss to that culture and to the wider audience
of poetry readers in general but because she was a serious
poet engaged in learning her trade well charischartscharls southwell
produced even inin her short lifetime a significant though
small body of work for this we can be grateful to her we
also owe gratitude to her husband william H southwell
who undertook the publication of her poems after her death
that she anticipated that death and faced it like a woman is
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evident from many of the poems in this collection none
perhaps more direct and poignant than butterfly

remember me I1 cry I1 cry
remember me I1 can t say why
except I1 longed except I1 loved
and now before I1 lived I1 die

EMMA lou THAYNE spaces inin the sage salt lake city
parliament publishers 1971 60 ppap 3505503.50350

it is very difficult inin the realm of poetry to distinguish
the line that separates the amateur from the professional

certainly money isis no criterion here as it is supposed to be
in sports wherever that line may be however it is very
clear that eminaemma lou thayne has crossed it

this reviewer had the opportunity of reading a number of
Ms thayne s earlier poems prior to studying this volume
the earlier poems were clever and delightful the work of a
talented amateur in spaces inin the sage however the poet
writes with the clear firm authority of the professional her
work includes somesornesoine of the most readable and most polished
poems ever to come out of this region several of them can
stand in company with the best modern poetry being written
in america today

one tilingthing that bespeaks the professional is a distinctive
style readers who give their attention to the poems of spaces
in the sage will hereafter be able to spot the poet s work
very quickly for its special proportions of toughness and ten-
dernessderness its use of rich yet carefully selected detail its con-
trolled humor and its explosive quality explosive is used
here to suggest the light that suddenly flashes in the reader s

mind usually at the completion of a poem and almost always
in a manner unexpected lesser poets attempting ththee same
impact often manipulate their poems Ms thayne how-
ever makes the poem do its own work the explosion occurs
because the poem lights the fuse

vigor isis another characteristic of Ms thayne s work
vigor of style as well as of content her images move with
an energy of their own purple flowers spilled like sawdust

you would tire of pink and spit back seeds of
black 1 I hang on arms fullkneesfull knees gripping leather
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flesh frantic legs jack hammering even in-
animate objects are treated with energy such as the dam at
lake powell sheared semi straight sides primed and pol-
ished with a palette knife

Ms thayne uses skillfully a technique now being experi-
mented with by leading contemporary poets in their concern
with the individual poetic line not only as an organic part
of the total poem but as an experience in itself they are trying
to learn what kind of useful ambiguity and texture they can
get by dividing the lines of a poem in an unexpected way
done ineptly such division just produces red herrings but done
well it gives us added connotations relevant connotations
without added words take this stanza from Ms thayne s

excellent poem cheyenne

what chance has any driver
floating at a wheel turned
silken by an hour of ancient sirens
singing urgent inin the dark

each of the first three lines has a slightly different mean-
ing when read alone than when read in context what
chance has any driver isis a statement that has tragic force
all by itself given the death toll on our highways A wheel
turned suggests the physical turning an idea crucial to this
poem about decision but in context it also operates as a
wheel turned silken a different metaphoric concept the
ancient sirens are at first ambulance or police sirens working
well with what chance has any driver but inin the next line
the sound becomes the song of mythical sirens

there are many other things to commend about this
volume there are also a few things one might find fault
with except for the poem waiting the very short abstract
poems strike this reviewerreviewer as unsuccessful but one point
seems especially important the content and style of these
poems will be accessible and interesting to readers with very
little experience in the reading of serious poetry huckle-
berry hunt the lake powell poems manchild virtually
all of the poems deal with familiar material they are poems
that could and will be read across the pulpit or in family
home evenings yet and this isis the crucial point they will
achieve this popularity without compromise they are ex
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amples of first rate poetry professional and of consummate
artistry As such who can estimate their power for good
among the philistines

SPENCER J PALMER ed studies inin asian genealogy provo
utah brigham young university press 1972 281 ppap 125012.501250

reviewed by fred W rockwood and C keith allred
mr rockwood isis a law student at harvard specializing
inin chinese legal thought and institutions mr allred is an
asian specialist for the genealogical society

studies inin asian genealogy isis a collection of twenty arti-
cles originally prepared by selected asian specialists for pre-
sentationsentation at the world conference on records1records1 and subse-
quently revised and edited for publication the editor has di-
vided these papers topically into the following eight sections
chinese genealogical records chinese written history jap-
anese family records korean genealogical sources indian
tribal genealogies libraries and library collections asian
immigrants in america and computer technology and asian
genealogical research an introduction biographical sketches
of the contributors a glossary and an index have also been
included

since this anthology isis highly diverse inin both style and
content it invites criticism of its format and method of presen-
tation rather than a critique of each article A scholarly ap-
praisal of each essay would require a high degree of compe-
tence and specialization inin many divergent areas of asian re-
search

although the subject material variesvaries greatly the unifying
principle among the various articles isis the emphasis placed
upon asian genealogical records as an important source of
data which can be relevant to research inin many academic disci-
plines even though certain asian specialists have been aware
of the value of asian genealogical records studies inin asian
genealogy make a valuable contribution to genealogical re-

the world conference on records was sponsored by the genealogical
soasodsocietyety of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints research and
records specialists from all over the world met inin salt lake city utah from
585 8 august 1969 to deliver papers and exchange information
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search literature by making the information presented at the
world conference on records more widely accessible than
would have been possible otherwise and by serving as an im-
petus to more serious research using asian genealogical rec-
ords as the source material

it is doubtful that the articles delivered at the world
conference on records would have been formally published
without the effort of dr palmer and others and consequently
this information would have been largely denied to the aca-
demic community but perhaps of greater impact will be the
motivation among those in asian sttfdiesstifdiesstinStifdies who have obtained
or are in the process of obtaining the necessary language skills
and disciplinary expertise required to make effective and
meaningful use of the sources discussed the book is not nor
was it intended to be the definitive work in the field of asian
genealogy however it serves well the purpose of an intro-
ductory work for those serious asian specialists who are pre-
paring to embark on their first encounter with the com-
plexities of original research in nonwesternnon western language source
materials

there isis one weakness inin editing that not only tends to
detract from the overall scholarship of the book but may also
reduce the practical utility of much of the information for
both the novice asian researcher as well as the seasoned re-
search specialist the great geographical variation and the
highly specific nature of the information are both factors
which challenge the competence of any single reader to crit-
ically evaluate the contribution made by each article to the
existing literature in its particular area of investigation there
even may be cases in which some readers will be totally
unfamiliar with the existing literature in one area while
maintaining a high level of expertise inin another because
ofthisorthisof this breadthbreadtiitil the volume sorely needs a critical and evalu-
ative analysis of each article with reference to the present
state of knowledge inin that particular area of asian studies
something more than the very brief summaries which appear in
the editor s introduction this would greatly enhance the
value of the book as a unified entity in the present format
many of the important and unique interrelationships between
records in the variousvarious asian nations are lost upon the reader
who may feel hirnhimselfeifelf outside his specific area of specialispeciale
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zationbation As it stands the book is not cohesive since the in-
troductiontro fails to provide the critical cement necessary to
bind the very different articles into a coherent whole one
possible solution to the dilemma would have been the adoption
of a somewhat different format in which each article would
have been prefaced by certain explanatory remarks and fol-
lowed by a critical note or comment authored by a specialist
competent in the particular field covered by the article such
a procedure would have relieved the editor of the responsi-
bility of being a universal specialist and at the same time in-
creased the practical utility of each article to the average
reader

however we hasten to note that the task undertaken
was by no means a simple one dr palmer is to be com-
mended not only for his insight in perceiving the great value
of the information presented at the world conference on
records for scholars and researchers in both asian studies and
the academic disciplines but also for his efforts in making
that information available to the academic community from
the inception of the project to its final culmination dr
palmer has done a commendable work inin dealing with the
problems and difficulties peculiar to the publication of non-
western language niaterneatermaterialiallallai it cannot be expected that any
single editor in undertaking a project of this scope and mag-
nitude could provide an in depth critique of all of the various
papers no matter what his capabilities and qualifications
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